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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
" ... a long coast of mountain and lowlands 
stretching away in sunshine from west to 
east. It was Java .... 
. " 
We landed. Is there anything good in that 
country? The paths run straight and hard and 
dusty. Stone campongs, full of white faces, 
are surrounded by fertile fields, but every 
man you meet is a slave. The rulers live 
under the edge of a foreign sword" .... " 
(Conrad 1947:31) 
It was a suffocatingly hot, sunny d a y of October 1969, in a dry 
village of south Blitar. School-children were sitting on the ground under 
the trees to esca"pe the heat while waiting for Pak Bupa-ti and his 
entourage, includin~ this time the fieldworker from Jakarta from whom this 
story was obtained. They were coming for a regular visit of inspection. 
The village roads looked new , wide and, although dusty, in a good 
condition; all were fenced neatly with bamboo and -turi (Sesbania 
grandiflora) trees . And the school-children lined up quickly as the two 
four-wheel drive cars of the important guests approached, waving their 
small hands and chanting inexpressively in chorus the then popular slogans: 
If d'k d'k l ' If Mer ~ 0 . . . Mer ~ o~ Poncosi o~ Poncos~lo.... (Javanese pronunciation of 
" 
Merdeka and Panca Sila ~ meaning 'Freedom' and 'the Five Principles of the 
State ' s Philosophy). As the important guests rested in a guest-house 
which was one of the results of the development that the villagers had 
been carrying out in the wake of the area's liberation from the communist 
control a year earlier, the school-children grouped together to watch 
through the front door with empty eyes. The physical appearance of the 
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surroundings gave an impression of development, yet one could not help feel 
that poverty was present. And this is just an illustration of how rhetoric 
is given precedence over major problems of the society, and is one of the 
issues on which this thesis is based, and which I shall be illustrating by 
further ethnographic examples. 
This thesis deals primarily with the major issues. of Javanese 
social life from historical and ideological perspectives. Throughout their 
long history the Javanese have witnessed the interplay of two major themes 
in their social value system: the egalitarian and the Hierarchical. 
Despite their contradictory nature, the two them es are in practice 
inseparable and are present in the same time at the same lev~l. However, 
Javanese social history, particularly of the last cent ury, saw the 
development of polarized social identities related to these two themes. 
One is the elitist identity related to the state and to authority, and the 
other the populist identity, rela ted to the rural communities. Alt.hough 
the development was motivated by economic gain, I will argue that the 
present state of Java cannot be explained by economic factors alone, but 
by the interaction between colonial demands and aspects of Javanese 
culture and worldview as well. 
This polarization of identities is fostered by Javanese ideology, 
which manifests itself in the antithetical, yet inseparable aspects of 
KawuZa (subjects; and Gusti (master). With the state's ever increasing 
penetration into rural society, the populist identity is under strong 
pressure and is weakening, and the social structure is becoming highly 
hierarchical. One of the results is the stereotype of the Javanese as . 
being a docile, humble, submissive and servile people, who respond to any 
corning pressure with _fatalistic withdrawal. IfSabar Zan nerimo lf (be patient 
and submit to fate), they say. Heavy burden and sufferings are relieved by 
sharing them together. Mangan ora mangan asaZ kumpuZ (no matter whether 
food is available or not as long as we are together) is their slogan, an 
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attitude ~ .. ~hich leads on the one and to a strong ideological resilience 
against colonial a d feudal pressures and, on the other hand, to defeatism. 
In ot er \.7ords , although their resilience enables the people to survive 
social, econo ic and political pressures, it ties them do~m to their 
isad antageous osition and leaves tlem behind in any development. 
II odernization" progra es carried out during colonial times did not do 
much for the \ elfare of the villagers , Hhile rural development programmes 
launched at the present time only proved that, although they may 
successfully achie e t e set goals at the national level and improve the 
condition of certain parts of the community, they leave the main problem 
of i proving the majority of the peasants untouched. 
This study atte pts to plot the course of the interplay between the 
above t\o themes throug out history , particularly in the period since the 
introduction of t e Culture System in the southern and relatively remote 
regency of Blitar , East Java . It is now widely accepted that that period 
is crucial to an understanding of Javanese social history in that it was 
the ti e ,·,hen Java began to settle socially and politically into its 
defini tive form . Blitar is taken as the area of study primarily because 
of my personal familiarity wi t h the region. It never was an entirely 
separated part of Java , and as such trends in Javanese social history 
pulsate throughout Blitar as ,,,ell . It is therefore necessary to discuss 
develop ents in ,J ava as a \~ hole to see hm" Bl itar lagged behind in certain 
of the develop ents and was different in other respects. This pattern is 
maintained in the discursive sections of the thesis co~~encing with 
Chapter III . 
The structure of the thesis is as follows. Chapter II gives a 
descrip ti e account of the region under study in terms of ecological, 
political an de ographic factors . This is intended to provide a basic 
understanding of the region s characteristics, some of which are to be 
dealt ,·ith in the subsequent chapters . The ecological divisions of the 
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region turn out to affect the cultural, political traditions, and this 
helps to account for the specific issues and developments that the region 
has experienced. 
The discussion of the major thenes of egalitariani~m ' and hierarchy 
starts in Chapter III. Discussion of general issues concerning Javanese 
social organisation and structure as correlated with the value system is 
given at length, because it is here that the presence of the two themes is 
mostly to be found and understood. The egalitarian and hierarchical " 
varieties of the Javanese value system are presented so as to accentuate 
the dynamic nature of the systems; this is exemplified by my ethnographic 
account of Blitarese interpersonal relationships. 
Chapter IV deals with the historical analysis proper, although 
this starts with Chapter III. I attempt particularly to accentuate issues 
that are still relevant to the current situation. Again, historical 
developments in Blitar are here presented to exemplify issues that emerge 
or diverge from the general discussion. 
The discussion of Javanese ideology in Chapter V is speculative. 
It in no way aims to present a complete Javanese ideological construct; 
instead, it is simply an analysis of the ideological area which may 
account for underlying motives of many social and political behaviours. 
The ideological fragments themselves are drawn, almost at random, as far 
as they are rel~vant to the main discussion. Tl1is is not the place to 
discuss the role that ideological factors play in the developments, except 
to say that they are important for the understanding of Blitarese 
present-day social behaviour. 
As a local study, the thesis is handicapped by my inability of 
doing fieldwork . In addition, in the course of the study it turned out 
that Blitar was an area on which published data were poor or not at hand. 
this is coupled with the fact that good documents on the regency that I 
originally expected to be able to use could not be obtained. Accordingly, 
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I had to rely mostly on general studies on Java and on the relatively thin 
published materials on the regency . I also \vrote to knowledgeable local 
people for certain questions, \vhich greatly supplemented my own knowledge 
of the area , It is my O\VU knowledge that makes up the major ethnographic 
accoun t in the discussion. With such limitations, the conclusions that I 
draw in the final chapter are necessarily speculative," 
CHAPTER I I 
I N THE COURT OF A SLEEPING PRINCESS 
Travelling through the southeastern part of the former residency of 
Kediri in East Java, in the terr~tory of the present day r~g~ncy of 
Blitar, one is very much impressed by the green vegetation and rich 
ricefields on the slopes of Mounts Kelud and Kawi, between rivers 
streaming down southward to the great River Brantas. When the rice is 
still green, it spreads out like a soft velvet carpet. And in the north, 
far away, are the two mountains; look very much as poet Intoyo writes like 
Putri Remaja, a sleeping prince"ss lying under the blue sky. It is indeed 
a rich and well-irrigated agricultural area, the dreamland of every 
Javanese peasant; yet it is not withorit its price. 
Normally Mount Kelud stands quietly, giving shadow to the villages 
at its foot . And the Brantas, most of the time, is as peaceful as the 
tops of bamboos swinging in the wind. However, the people are not unawar e 
of what disasters lie behind this quiescence. They realize well that, 
when the moment comes, Kelud can erupt and millions of cubic metres of 
. 
lahar (hot mudflow) can pour forth, spreading disaster to the populat i on 
below and making, as the local rhyme has it, "Bl itar j embar dadi latar" 
(Blitar widely devastated like an empty courtyard). Then the villag e 
officials beat out tong tongs and warn the people : "Kelud! Kelud! Kelud!" 
which happens also to mean "Mop up! Mop up! Mop up!" 
Yet disaster does not end only with the eruption. Weeks and months 
later monsoon rain will sweep down the accumulated v olcanic debris 
through the tributari e s and deposit it in the Bra ntas which, in tur n, 
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will become shallow, reducing its capacity to carry water . This results 
in frequent flooding, not so much in the regency of Blitar as in the 
neighbouring regency of Tulungagung, where it is often severe. People 
tell the flood story in a rhyme: "Tulungagung banjiY' dadi kedung" 
(Tulungagung is flooded ns deep as n pool), and a populnr kY'oncong song 
says : "0h~ nasib Tulungagung .fll (Oh, the fate of Tulungagung!). 
The Land 
The regency of Blitar is located to the south of Mounts Kelud and 
Kawi and to the north of the Indian Ocean . The River Brantas divides the 
region into southern and northern parts, called locally the" Brong LoY' and 
the Brang Kidul (literally, ' orth of the River' and 'South of the River'), 
with areas of 930.16 and 689 . 86 km 2 respectively . The total area is 
2 1,620.02 km , of which nearly a half (or 104,972 ha) consists of the 
people's agricultural lands. Geologically, the two parts are of greatly 
different appearance and provide different habitats. 
The River Brantas rises in the volcanic mountains north of Malang. 
It first runs southwards before turning westwards to Blitar, and then 
northwards to Kediri before finally curving eastwards and emptying into 
the fadura Strait by t~o separated mouths which form a wide delta, not 
very far north of its source . It is the main drainage for the area of 
Blitar . Water. from innumerable streams, big and small, which run down 
the foot of Kelud and Kawi across the lowland of Blitar is caught up by 
the Brantas . Most of these rivers also carry with them, particularly 
during the wet season, the volcanic mass in the form of rocks and sand 
that Mount Kelud has deposited with its eruptions. Because of the high 
erosive p~wer and the predominantly soft character of the volcanic soil, 
most of these rivers have deep bottoms . 
As well as the flow of the River Brantas, people since olden times 
have tried to make the best use of \Vater streaming dmvn the spurs of 
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elud. Irrig tion wares are believed to have been built as early as the 
d . d 1 Ke iri perla . The great King Airlangga is said to h<1ve derived his 
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name from his po~er to conquer water . 
To the north of the Brantas lies ""lount Kelud . Despite its 
d~'3Lr\I'Llvc rcC'or (l \.;11i('11, no doubt , prcc\ominntc tl1c mind of the 
Blitarese ,3 its size is not impressive. Its summit rises to only 
1,731 m in comp<1rj son \"ith t\"o other active volc<1noes of fame in J{1va, 
namely erapi, which is 2,911 m high, and particularly Semeru, which is 
3,676 m high . Ho~ever, the devastation this volcano ~sed to cause rivals 
either of the t wo . This is particularly due to its unusual crater, which 
supports a lake, the flood \.Jater of ,,·hich alone may do Ll great damage . 
In 18 7 5, p Ll r t a fit sri m r up t u r cd and "v Ll t e r fro m the 1 Ll ked est rayed 
1 , 579 b u 4 of ricefields, 788 bau of dryfields .:1nd 1,451 houses 
(\. irjosuparto 1958: 69) . 
Kelud indeed causes disaster pcriodically . Its history of eruptions 
is believed to date bad- as early as 1000 A.D., and there are several 
l The period of the Ked iri Kingdom in East Java, 1042-1222 
(Soekmono,vol . 2,1973 : 57) . 
2 . Stutterheim argues that longga in Javanese means to drink by 
directly pouring \later to the mouth from a kendi (eartlen pitcher) . 
Poerbatjaraka, ho"ever, d isagrees "vith this argument and says that langga 
comes [rom t11e SLlnskri t word langh , which means to leap across, connected 
with the fact t hat the King was born in Bali and had to be brought across 
the Strait of Bali (Poerb<1tjaraka 1930:163). cvertheless, both indicate 
the King I s pm· er over ""a t er . 
3This is indicated by the following: 
a . ~ny people still recall that in the past young girls were told by 
their parents to alVlaY1.~fgh~n up their setagen (abdominal sash) 
~;,J9r~ going to sleep': j D 1l;< lahar> (hot mud f 1m,,) came a t night they 
h~~b~~u ready to run away refuge . 
b . T11 Lime ],(,111(1 crll[1ted is llsed [0 s i p,nify n r..ortnin year . Lahn'(l 
Kemis /age (Lahar on Thursday and the Javanese day o[ v.!age) is to 
mention the year 1901, Lahar Seloso Kli on (Lahar on Tuesday and the 
Javanese day of Kliwon) the year 1919, and so on . 
c . Several rivers wi ich used to give way to the catastrophic lahar are 
called Kali (River) Lahar . A village in the regency is called 
Udanawu (LlS rain), anot11er PasiY'haY"o (place a f sand), for huge 
amount of ash and sand respectively fallinn and deposited on those 
places . 
4 2 1 bau = + 7,000 m . 
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other eruptions before we come to the first rea lly certain d a t e of 18 11 
(Arndt 1930:575) . Junghuhn (1850:687) tells the st ory of th e ~ruption on 
11-14 October 1826, based on the testimony of eye- witnesses. Since then 
eruptions are reported to have occurred in 1835, 1848, 1851, 1864, 1875, 
1 9 0 1, 19 1 9 \V h j c h W.1 S the m 0 s t clj s n s t r 0 US, 1. 9 Sin n din 1 9 66 . 
The devastation was mainly because oE the enormous flow oE l a ha r, 
scorching clouds and ash that swept down to the low districts of Srenga t, 
Blitar and Wlingi. The following figures may give an idea of how 
catastrophic the eruption in 1919 was : the toll of human life exceeded 
5 , 000, over 100 hamlets wi th 8,500 houses were swept away , and 50 square 
miles of cultivated land were left waste (Arndt 1930:576~77). 
Nevertheless, peop ] estill k.eep r et urni ng to their vi llnges each tjme 
they are compelled to escape the volcano' s anger, because, despIte the 
catastrophes , the eruptions and water leave tIle soil fer til e and make 
possible the cultiva tion of three crops each year. 
It is not only recently tha t efforts .to reduce the extent of 
disaster caused by the eruption have been made. In the past , grea t 
kingdoms in East J ava paid respects to and tried to be in harmony with 
the volcano . A consecrated monument, Candi Penataran, was built 
specifically to pay tribute to and to appease the volcano (Crucq 1932: 
9-13) . Unlike other candis (templ es ) in East Java, which \Vere built as 
tomb temples, C.andi Penataran (about 10 km north of 13litar on one of the 
spurs of Kelud) served as a stat e candi, the construction of which took 
centuries to complete. Its oldest parts date back to the Kediri period, 
but in the Majapahit period,6 particularly during th e r e~gn of King 
5A chronicle own d by a certain Kyai Solikodin in Wling! mentions 
13 eruptions as follows : in 1000, 1300, 1500 , 1752, 1776, 1811 (Lahar 
Akad Wage) , 1826 (Lahar Jum tat Ton), 1835 {Lahar Rebo Paing J., 1848 (Lahar 
Jumtat Kliwon) , 1864 (Lahar Seni n Legi ) , 1875 (Lahar Sap tu Kliwon ) , 1901 
(Lahar Kemi s Wage ) -' and in 1919 {Lahar Scloso KliwonJ (So e tikno 1961: 13). 
6T11e per10d of Lll e MaJ ,lpLlItIL Kln guollI I n j':<.lI:l l .J(lVU, 129J-]528 
(Soekmono,vol.2,1973:68). 
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7 Haynmwuruk, the temple renched jts grentest g]ory . This is not 
surprising as the great King of Majapahit was regarded as the incarnation 
of Siva Girindra, the divine lord of the volcano. This was manifested by 
the fact that shortly before his birth the mountain erupted (Wirjosuparto 
1958:69). 
It \Vns to protect the populAted <1rCClS of Rlit:li- th<1t a series of 
works for building (1.3ms across the gorge was done in 1905. The dams, 
however, were destroyed in the disastrous eruption of 1919~ . Following 
the eruption, works were begun to drain the lake. A series of tunnels 
was constructed under the crater-rim col and the water was siphoned out. 
Upon completion of the project in 1928, the volume of water on the crater 
3 
had been reduced considerably from 40 million to under 1.9'million m • 
Since then the damage caused by the later eruptions has been reduced 
considerably and results only from lahar dingin (cold lahar), volcanic 
debris and huge masses of sand which have been deposited on the spurs of 
the mountain and swept down at the time of the rainy season.
8 
Between Kelud and Brantas lies the Blitar lowland, the richest and 
most intensively cultivated and den~ely populated part of the regency. 
Volcanic ~oil and good irrigation have made this land a rich rice-
producing area. In 1847, when travelling through this area, Jonathan 
Rigg , who was a member of the Batavian Society of Arts and Sciences, 
already saw the potency of the reglon as a future rice granary (Rigg 
1849:495). Not only rice, but almost anything planted here gives a good 
yield. 
9 
In the past, in the framework of the Culture System, the Dutch 
711ayamwuruk (1350-1389) is regarded as the grcntest Ki.ng hefore the 
Islamic period . Under his reign Gajahmada as vizier succeeded in unifying 
most of the Indonesian Archipelago (80ekmono,vol.2,1973:71-3). 
8 The bottom of the River Brantas in the sub-district 'of Kademangan 
nowadays has increased by 5 m since 1940 . 
9 . The Dutch POllCy from 1830 to 1870 of demanding the peasants to 
cultivate government-owned 2xport crops on one-flfths of thelr lands or, 
alternatively, to work sixty-six days a year on government-owned estates 
or other projects (Geertz 1963:53). 
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just named a crop, and the people produced it : cof f ee, indigo, coccoa , 
pepper, nutmeg, rubber , sugar, just about anything . 
The area south of Brantas which is traditionally called the Brang 
Kidul (see p.7), is completely the reverse. It is barren, dry and poor. 
TIle whole area was formerly the territory of the district of Lodoyo and 
even today it is often called after this name. The region is an 
extension of the southern ~ertiary ranges composed of limestone, 
sandstone and volcanic belts (technically called kar s t) . Parts of the 
belt south of Yogyakarta in Central Java, the so-called Gunung Kidul 
(the Southern 'lountains), used to be called the 1'hung er-oedema areal! for 
periodic scarcity of food following harvest failure. Compired with the 
extremely dry and barren Gunung Kidul, Lodoyo is relatively better. It 
is mainly limestone plateau of 200-600 m high, extending for some 
15-25 km inland. 
In the past Lodoyo was known as an extremely wild, isolated area. 
It was , furthermore, a densely vegetated alas gung liwang-liwung (dense, 
enchanted forest), where big timber trees grew abundantly and macan 
lodoyo (white mythical tigers) and other \vild animals used to roam. It 
was a place where rebel princes, bushrangers and fugitives used to hide. 
A legend about the origin of a sacred gong called Kyai Pradah and now 
kept in the former district office of Lodoyo (see p.71)has it that in the 
past a certain . Prince Puger of Demak rose in rebellion against his own 
brother Prince Seda Krapyak, who was the second King of Mataram (1601-
1613). The rebel prince had to escape as far as the Lodoyo jungle, 
bringing with him his sacred gong, which remained in the area after his 
death (Tani 1946:8-9) . 
Until recently, the region remained isolated . Even after the 
failure of the alleged communist coup in 1965, a number of conununist 
leaders escaping the big purge sought refuge i the area . Only after the 
complete round-up in 1968 i the area, the government realized t ha t 
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.. a er~a_ e -e~OJ .. e ~ i t.e ':or. 0 a road nen·.-ork might put to an end to 
c ee a repucacio 0 che area . 
• 1 ·,a J-s Lee is little sense 0-: iso atiof'. , and physical 
a ear _ ce 0-: C.e oil_ages as cha ged considerabl .. ' . ii e, new roads are 
b i d ' 10 a reseLc e e .. t proJec ts are car r ied out . To cope \·;rith the 
r ob 1 e . 0 f \.; ate r b'g ';'rrioat'on project , t1e so - c lled n~oLet\. "'oda.gung 
(afcer Lo o .. 'o - Tu ungagung) ich is par c 0 tl e ~lingi Darn Development 
Sc. e=e 'tse_f art 0: L e oreater _ul ti urpose Brant a s Scheme , has now 
be e. set u . Stage 1_ 0_ t : e projec t wa s co pleted in ~a 1977, and the 
~ ole projec ~s ex~ec e t o b e co ple ted at - he end of t he financial 
';e ar 9 _ - 2 . ~ne . co .leted, t 1e project ~~ll be able to ~rovide 
irrigatio.~ to 15, 000 ~a 0': ~r--:ie ds i~ _0 s ub - istricts i. s ou t h Blitar 
an ~ulu oaou~g, as a resul t of ~ ich rice production is expected to 
Lcrease -:ro 31, .1 5 0 9 ,000 to:lnes . In addition to the building of 
~ater{or~s, roa s are a_so bei~g builL alo~g t he irriga tion canals, and 
is is expecte ~ o ake t e area more accessible (:~~pas 19 _ pril 1977). 
At present 1;. hen tr avelling along t he ain road of Blit ar , Hhich is 
er- possibl t e ro e tra-elled by Ri gg i n 18 L 7,11 the general view is 
0-: e:lcla~es 0': ree- scree ed ~illages interspersed among ricefields . 
~ ere is ~o sig n of {il erness, y et there is no sign of impress~ e 
rich . ess as i dicaLed b Rigg as ",;·7ell . Rice i s the main p rod uce and 
?O - (Y'..J·-=-~' o (seco .. ,d cro.s, s ue. as pea s, beans , red peppers , etc.) is 
s 'P. e e ar . additio. , t n e peasa:1ts also cultivate cas crops such 
as sugar, tooacco co-:fee, c occo . It and t'.e _ike . 
B i ar s agricul ral prod ctio . is just Lode r ate . Although its 
terri o r - p op la t~o . and agricul- 'ral ands constitute nearly 4 percent 
n 1969 , the late Blitarts regent Col. Sanusi told a fieldworker 
acco a ying is i spe c ion tour 0-: the area chat the resettlement ~as 
ai e ac a ring peop~e live close to ea~ o _her -:or easy control . 
lIT' e d rect on of t 0 old road an the description of the places 
-.at t e r oad ran t roug fit ~n ,ith the present situation. 
13 
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of East Java's, in 1970 Blitar produced less than 3 percent of East 
Java's total rice yield, 9!~ percent of the cassava yield, and 21 percent 
of the maiz e yield; in po Zowijo, Blitar produced around 3 percent of East 
Java's total peanut yield, and 10~ percent of soybean; in cash crops, 
Blitar produced around 4~ pe~cent of East Java's tobacco yield and 
respec tively 9 percent and 28!2 percent of non-estate 'coff ee and sugar-
cane yields (based on Kantor Sensus dan Statistik 1971:40-69). 
In 1847, however, the view was quite different. Sparse population 
and wild country were evident. Yet the agricultural exploitation under 
the Culture System had been very intensive. The view along the road 
entering Blitar from Kediri was of forests of dadap {Erythrina subumbrans} 
trees sheltered the coffee, or of original jungle and wilderness where 
numerous troupes of monkey chattered as one passed. "Coffee gardens 
continue nearly all the way to Blitar after passing Srengat, excluding 
every other view from the traveller" (Rigg 1849:235). 
Going northwards to the site of Candi Penataran at night, II t here 
were many large wild hogs which bounced before the carriage, or the 
graceful peacock with magnificent tail moved slowly out of the way of the 
horse" (Rigg 1849:247) . A few kilometres southwards of Blitar town, in 
the village of Gaprang was a saw mill, first erected in 1830 in the 
neighbourhood of plentiful teak forests. The forests had already gone 
by 1847, and the teak had to be brought from as far as Lodoyo (Rigg 1849: 
248). Leaving Blitar ~astwards to Garum, the road passed through , 
alternate cultivation of coffee and rice. It was only as far as Garum 
that a carriage could pass; from Garum eas twards travellers had to ride 
on horseback (Ri gg 1849:494). 
From the above description, it is obvious that despite its sparse 
population, Blitar's Brang Lor had been intensively exploited by the 
12Ulitar's terrItory, population and agricultural lands are around 
3~, 4 and 4 percents respectively of East Java's (Figures are based on 
Kantor Sensus dan Statistik 1971 :2). 
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middle of the last century , while the Brang Kidul on the other hand was 
still heavily overgrown wi th teak. This continued until recently, when 
the Brang Lo r had been fully developed , but the Brang Kidul remained 
relatively isolated. A recent survey on th e location of poor areas in 
East Jnvn (nir C'ktor~ t T[ltCl Gun;) T,1n rlh ]976) indic 'ltcs that, in terms of 
per capiti1 incom , in ] 973 the nrLlng Kiclul arC:lS ranked thc lowcst among 
Blitar's sub-districts. 
History 
Although an old inscription relates Blitar to the old Centr<11 
Java nese kingdom of around the t e nth century (Panitia Hari Jadi 1977:3), 
it was during the 1ajapahit period that Blitar really emerged into 
history. An official history of the regency (Paniti<1 Hari Jadi 1977) 
13 
mentions the year 1324 as the founding year of th e regency. It was 
then that Majapahit's second king, Jayanegara, built a stone inscription 
now known as Inscription Blitar I . The histor y mentioned the king's 
special connection with Blitar, due to the fact that during the early 
years of his reign he had to escape several reb ellions , including one 
which forced him to seek refuge in the area of Blitar . The regency's 
importance to Majapahit was even greater during the reign of King 
Hayamwuruk who put Blitar on his list of regular visi~ (Pa nit ia Hari 
Jadi 1977:26-2~). 
Af ter the d ecline of Maj apahi t, which ~vas followed by the era of 
Islamic states, Blitar became administratively relegated to the periphery 
of Central Javanese politics. One rebel prince after another made use of 
Blitar's ~ifficult terra in for their retreat bases . 
14 
In the late sevent e enth century, Trunojoyo was on the verge of 
13The "official" history of Blitar was wri tt en by a team of 
historians at the request of Blitar's administration to find the date of 
the founding o f the r egency (Kanipe£[; 20 April 1977) . 
14T · 1 I 1 . M d E J h . d runOJoyo was a oca ru e r 1n aura, ast ava , w 0 ra1se arms 
, 
1~ 
victory in his struggle against Mata~am, when th e then King of Ma taram, 
Amangkurat I, shortly before his death, turned to the Dutch East India 
Company for assistance. This first intervention by the Dutch in the 
political arena of Java lost Trunojoyo his chance to found a new dynasty. 
He escaped to the Kediri area, where he was overpowered at Ngantang in 
the northern slopes of Mount Kc lu'd. 
It was not 'long arter:- the ele~lth or Tnll1ojoyo th;lt (Illothcr str ug gle 
for power , this time by Surapati, 15 took place and challenged the 
authority of both the Dutch and the King in Central Java. Surapati built 
his headquarters in Pasuruan on the northern coast of ].'..ast Java, but 
Kediri was also likely to have been one of his strongholds, 'where later 
16 
on Sunan Mas also sought refuge and joined Surapatl ' s cause. 
I dId c: L I 1: 1 ' I 1]7 Surapati s oUillln stretcle crom Keelir! to OlOyO.O tte llr:-ung ~itu 
and Mount Penanggungan. Later, when he died of wounds in a battle, his 
sons swore that they would never lay dov-m arms. They continued to fight 
hand in hand with Sunan Mas from Malang and Blitar districts . 
It was not too long before, in the middle of the eighteenth century, 
another rebel prince of Mataram took refuge in the Kediri area. He was 
a half-brother of King Mangkubumi ,18 namely Pangeran Singasari. When his 
stronghold in Kediri fell in 1755, he escaped and joined the struggle of 
the Surapatis. In the course of the struggle, the rebels had to retreat 
to the wilderne.ss of Blitar, never to surrender. 
a~alnst Mataram in 1674. 
15 Surapati was an ex-Company soldier of Balinese slave origjn. He 
raised arms against the Dutch and fled to the court of Amangkurat II in 
Mel t [l r a III W 11 0 0 [ [ ere cl III III r c [ It g e . Fro III the r c It (; wen L L 0 I': a 8 L J tl V (l , W her e 
he founded a kingdom of his own. 
16 S M . d f Am 1 unan as was crown prlnce an son 0 angzurat 
bitterly hostile to Dutch . Upon the death of his father, 
supported his uncle for the throne and this led him to go 
rebels and join Surapati in East Java. 
II. He was 
the Dutch 
over to the 
17 Many Blitarese claim to be descendants of Surapati. 
18 The founder of the Jogyakarta House, 1749-1792. See Ricklefs (1974) 
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All the above rebellion stories gave Blitar a reputation as one of 
the diff icult areas (de Klerck 1909:193). And the reputation appears to 
continue with such modern day rebellions as the rovolt by the Peta 
(Japanese-sponsor ed native army) battalion in Blitar in 1945 (see pp. 80-
81), and the communist armed resistance in south Blitar in 1968. 
The Administra-tion 
Administratively Blitar wa s always seen as part of the manca negara 
. -
territory19 of the Cent ral J avanese Kingdom. In 1755, as a result of the 
Palihan Nagari~ 20 it carne under the east manca negara of the Sunan of 
Surakarta as an apanage of the son of the feigning prince, who was usually 
called Pangeran (Prince) Blit~r. 
Despite the name 'Blita r', which is most probable derived from the 
word latar~ meaning the front-yeard of a house, the region remained 
isola ted and wild until its annexation by the Dutch. This happened 
21 following the cessation of the Java War, when some manca negara regions 
including Kediri were taken over by the Dutch on the ground that they were 
located too far from the Sunan's seat. They were made residencies, in 
line with the administrative reorganisation set about by the Dutch. 
A residency or karesidenan 22 was made up of several regencies or 
23 kabupaten . Blitar was one of the five r egencies which made up the 
19In Javanese statecraft during Mataram , negara gung was the 
central territory under the kingdom's direct control, and manca negara 
consisted of territories outside the negara gung, under the local chiefs 
who governed in the name of the King but enjoyed a great deal of 
independence. Manca negara terr itories were divided into Bang Wetan 
(east of Mata~am) and Bang Kulon (west of Mataram) (see Moertono 1963). 
20 territorial division which split up the Kingdom in Central Java 
into two independent states, under the Sunan in Surakarta and under the 
Sultan in Jogyakarta . 
21The bigges t war the Dutch were ever involved in Java, from 1825 
to 1830, when Prince Dipanegara staged revolt against tlle Dutch and the 
Kingdom . 
22A karesidenan is t he territory under a resident , the Dutch 
administrator responsible for several regencies. 
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residenc of Ke iri , 1'h other [our re~encies \,'erc Berhek (currently . 
.' an uk) , 'ediri 1' re1 bgalek and. g r o\'o C,-urrently, l'ulungagung) , 
The modern structure of administra tive di ision is on the 
follo\ing pattern . . regency used to be ade up of several districts o r 
2 
each of ~ ich Ja s fur tl e r made up of sub-districts o r ~'a'" 'e 
he district and residency administrat~ve units are now no 
longer existent, lea\ing the sub - district directly answerable to the 
regenc hich , in turn, ~as and re ains directly answerable to the 
province or t t e same level of the reg ency is another 
administrative un't, name ly unicipalit 
1- , 27 
or ,.0 a maa Ja . It also has 
sub - districts and is directly answerable to the province . 
The local administrations at provincial , regency and municipa lity 
levels enjoy a certain degree of autonomy . They are also called 
?~e~~n~a· ~aera · Ti gKa~ I (the local administration of the first level 
region) for the province and "?err.e~--~ntah Jaerah ~inC'kat II C the local 
ad inistration of the second level region ) for the. regency and the 
unicipality , and as such the gover or is also called Kepala Daerah 
lin ~a~ ~ (the Head of the first level Region) and the regent and the 
mayor are also called Y-epala aerah ~ingkat II (the Head of the second 
le el Region) . Eac level of the autonomous administration has its 
23A ka~upaten is the territory under a bupati , a native chief in 
t e traditional administrative structure (see chap . IV) . In Dutch it is 
called re enJ , ' which itself is derived from the Dutch history when at the 
end of the eighteenth century, during the French revolution, the Dutch 
patrician class ·7as ref erred to as Pegenr;.en (regents) (Onghokham 1975: 
131 n . ) . 
24 kawedana- is the territory under a edana , district chief . 
25 kecmatan is the territory under a cmnat~ sub - district chief. 
It is a nationally adopted term derived from Sundanese which has no 
eq ivalence in Javanese . During the colonial period in Bl itar it was 
called asiste~fln , after assis~ent edana~ or kaonderan after the Dutch 
0- er-dis~ri t . 
26 A propinsi is the territory under a gubernur~ governor. 
27 A kota madya is u der a aZi kota ~ mayo r. 
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CHART 1 
ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE 
Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat 
Daerah Tingkat I 
Local Assembly of the 
First Level Region 
Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat 
Daerah Tingkat II 
Local Assembly of the 
Second Level Region, 
no longer 
existent 
.. 
Propinsi (Province) 
under 
Gubenur' (Governor) 
r- - -, 
IXaresidenan (ResidenCY): 
I . under I 
I Res~den (Resi~ent) I 
L _______ l 
,+ 
Kabupaten/Kota Madya 
(Regency/Municipality) 
under 
Bupati/Walikota 
(Regent/Mayor) 
~ 
r--------
I I 
Kawedanan (District) I 
I under I 
IWedana (District Chief) I 
I I 
L-- ________ -l 
Kecamatan (Sub-
District) 
under 
Camat (Sub-District 
Chief) 
Desa (Village) 
under 
Lurah (Village Chief) 
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legislative assembly, namely Dewan P~rwakilan Rakyat Daerah Tingkat I 
(the Local Assembly of the first level Region) for the province and De~an 
Perwakilan Rakyat Daerah Tingkat II (the Local Assembly of th e second 
level Region) for the regency and the municipality. 
The sub-district was and is still the lowest unit in the 
administrative structure of the central government. At this level lie 
the lowest offices of the government departments, including the offices 
of Information , Social Affairs , Agriculture, Manpower, TraDsmigration and 
Cooperative, Religion, Education and Culture and, particularly Interior 
in the form of the sub-district office. The lowest military unit, namely 
KOmando Rayon Militer (Military Area Command) and the lowest police unit, 
namely Komando Seksi (Section Command), are also placed at sub-district 
level . 
Under a sub-district a~e some villages or desa~28 each of which 
is supposed to be autonomous (Kartohadikoesoemo 1965:61-66). The degree 
of autonomy is open to question, as the state has always interfered, not 
only nowadays but also far back in the nineteenth century (Onghokham 
1975:153). 
In Blitar desa is the administrative unit that comes under a 
lurah (village chief), who is directly elected by the fellow villagers. 
The village chief has a '·staff composed of carik~ village secretary, 
jagabaya for security, jagatirta fo~ irrigation, modin for religious 
affairs and kebayan, village messenger, all are also fellow villagers. 
For administrative control, the village territory is divided into 
sub-villages or dukuh~ each under a dukuh chief, kamitu~a . Traditionally, 
the tenure of each of the village officials is for life. Once elected, a 
village chief will hold the position until he (in a few cases also she) 
dies or retires or, in a few cases, is dismissed by the regent. Even 
28 Desa is also called kalurahan~ meaning the territory under a 
lurah~ village chief. 
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tough to become a village chief one has to be elected by one's fellow 
illagers, one can onl - assu e office with the approval of the regent. 
ot onl does the regent hold the right to ~pprove a lurahship, he can 
dismiss it as -ell. In the final analysis, it is evident that to survive 
his ten Ire , a village chief is more dep ndcnt for authority on the regent 
-lho r pr s nt tl e ccntr;l overnmc:nt than on his f llow villagers 
(Onghok a 1975 : 157) . 
The principle is that a village chief is elected by ~he peo~le. 
s for the other village officials , the rule ~y differ locally. Upon 
the retire e t , death or dismissal or a village official under the 
village chief , a successor is to be appointed either by the village chief 
or by the il1age council, rembug deoa " or to be contested in an election 
as in the case of the lurahship . 
nlike the officials f r om sub - dist r ict level upwards, village 
officials are ot regarded as govern ent employees and, therefore, do not 
receive salaries . In lieu , they are entitled to the tenure of beng~~k , 
village co unal land made available for village functionaries in office. 
Th i s v i llage land is to be r eturned at the end of the office which, in 
tu r n , is to be given to the successor . pon the retirement of a village 
official , no pension or other compensation is given to him, unlike the 
case of govern ent e ployees . 
Blitar . itself has undergone so e changes in administrative 
d - ., 29 lVlSlons . Until 1890, it was divided into four districts, namely 
three districts in the B'£la; g ~or : Srengat to the ¥ est, Blitar in the 
iddle and -~lingi to the east , and one district for the BY'ang Y..idul .· 
Lodo 0 (Koloniaal erslag 1891:Bijl . h- 18). At the turn of the century 
the B-.!'ar.g !JOY' ·laS re ivided into four districts Hith the separation of 
Gandusari fro the district of ·.lingi (Kolo iaa Verslag 1902:Bijl. A 37). 
29 It H 
the last regenc 
chap . I) . 
only in 18G3 that Blitnr got jts rcgencyhood, making it 
e er established in the residency of Kediri (sec 
21 
fter independence, hO\.,ever, Gandusari \.Jas put back under the district of 
lingi, before the whole district units were abolished from the 
administrative structure . 
Brang 
Lor 
Brang 
Kidul 
TABLE 1 
DEVELOP iE T OF AD (I ISTRATIVE DIVISIO IN BLITAR, 
1830- FTER INDEPENDE CE 
1830 1890 1900 After Independence 
Dist . Dist . 
Srengat Srengat 
Blitar Blitar 
~~lingi 
Lodoyo 
Dist . 
Srengat 
Blitar 
Gandu-
sari 
\..Jlingi 
Lodoyo 
Sub-dist. 
Srengat 
Ponggok 
Udanawu 
Blitar 
Garum 
Kanigoro 
Sanankulon 
glegok 
Gandusari 
Talun 
Semen* 
Wlingi 
Doko 
Kesamben 
Kademangan 
Sutojayan 
Binangun 
Dist . 
Srengat 
Blitar 
Wlingi 
Lodoyo 
Sub-dist. 
Srengat 
Ponggok 
Udanawu 
Blitar 
Garum 
Kanigoro 
Sanankulon 
glegok 
Gandusari 
Talun 
Doko 
Kesamben 
\..Jlingi 
Kademangan 
Sutojayan 
Binangun 
Bakung 
Panggungrejo 
Wates 
SOURCES : Rigg 1859 ; Koloniaal Verslag 1891, 1902; Sutikno 1962; 
Central Bureau of Statistics 1972 . 
. 
* 0 longer exists . 
In the first quarter of this century, there were in all 
255 villages which were grouped into 17 sub-districts (Encyclopaedie, 
vol . I , 1917 : 315) . However, over the years the increase in the number of 
villages and the restructuring of sub-districts, along with the 
development of new settlements and new administrative centres, have 
brought about changes , particularly af ter independence . 
The administration of the t~'n of Blitar was separated from the 
22 
regency "'ith its promotion to the status of municipality in 1906 (l'lilone 
1966 : 111). After independence the Brang Kidul was restructured into six 
sub-districts from three. Through ut the regency ne'" villages sprang up, 
including those developing from settlements on the occupied plantations 
( ) 0 1 f d d h 30. B 1 i k see dlnp . TV . ne sett ement 0 stran e ex-romu. a lntar too 
pJAce in nn ar a "'hich llsed to be devastated by Jahat and became tl1e 
village of Pasirharjo in the sub-district of Talun. 
At present there are a total of 19 sub-districts and 268 villages, 
including the one sub-district and 12 villages which make up the 
municipality of Blitar. In this study the term 'Bliter', unless indicated 
otherwise, is to refer to both the regency and the municipality of Blitar. 
The Population 
In 1847, when travellin.g through Bli tar, Rigg was impressed by 
the fact that despite the rich potency of the area, the population was 
sparse . Time and again he said in his report that the population was 
meager and that 
for want of population . . . vast tracts of fine land . . . are lying 
waste and useless , and even under the most favourable circumstances, 
some generations must pass away before all the good land is likely to 
be occupied (Rigg 1849 : 495) . 
We will See that later figures fail to support his prediction. 
To start with, the accuracy of the figures that Rigg quoted in 
support of his impression is generally doubted. The population figures 
collected by Bleeker in 1845 that Rigg now and then cited are generally 
seen as under-registered (Peper 1975:98; Breman 1971:19; Nitisastro 1970: 
63) . T1 discrepancy revealed hy later surveys varies from di.strict to 
district between 50 and 5 percent, and a 20 percent under-counting is 
31 
applied here to get just a very rough idea. 
30 Romusha was "voluntary" workers mobilized for war purposes 
JurIng Llte Japanese oeeupaLion. 
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Table 2 presents re-calculated figures 32 based on those that Rigg 
quoted for the Brang Lor ' s . 33 districts of Srengat and Blitar and, for 
comparison, for one district in the regency of Jombang, namely Mojoagung. 
TABLE 2 
ESTIMATED POPULATIO DENSITY OF BRANG LOR DISTRICTS IN 
BLITAR AND MOJOAGUNG DISTRICT IN JOMBANG', 1845. 
District Population Area 2 in km 
Densit~ 
per kIn 
Srengat 5,490 187.5 29.28 
Blitar 15,1 22 900 16.80 
Brang Lor 20,612 1,087.5 18.95 
Mojoagung 20,180 270 74.74 
SOURCE : Rigg 1849:85. 
The above figures indicate that in comparison with Mojoagung, 
which is about 40 km east of Surabaya , the population density of Blitar's 
Brang Lor in 1845 was much lower, attaining only about one fourth of 
Mojoagung 's. The lower density of the Blitar district is in line with 
Rigg's account that fur ther eastwards from Garum, the condition was 
worse, being only possible be passed on horseback. 
Since then, however, the density figures have multiplied 
considerabfy beyond Rigg 's prediction. Table 3 indicates that by 1930 
the population of Brang Lor had multiplied more than 20 times, while for 
Mojoagung it had multiplied only 8 times. The annual rate of increase 
fo r the Brang Lor in 1845-1890 was 4.49 percent, much higher than the 
31 
The percentage of under-registration for the whole of Java at 
that time was , according to Peper (1970:84), 15.5. 
32Th . . 1 f ' . , l' h h . bl d . d e orlglna 19ures are In square pau w ic POSSl y erlve 
from the old measurement ' paal' . One paal is equivalent to 1,507 metres 
(Zandvoort et al . 1977:598) . ' 
33 
Assuming that these Srengat and Blitar districts covered the 
present Brang Lor . In terms of size, the 1845 Srengat likely fits in 
well with the later Srengat district and Blitar with the districts of 
Blitar, Gandusari and WIing!. 
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trend for the whole of Java for th e same period which never reached 4 
pertent. The peak rate of population increase in Java was 3.9 percent 
in 1881-1882, and the second highest 3.05 percent in 1855-1860 (see 
Nitisastro 1970:35~53). 
TABLE 3 
POPULAT10N DENSITY IN BLITAR·' S DRIING LOU AND BIUJNG KIDUL 
DISTR1CTS AL'ill JOMBANG' S MOJOAGUNG DISTRTCT, 1930 
District 
Srengat 
Blitar 
Gandusari 
Wlingi 
Brang Lor 
Brang Kidul 
Mojoagung 
Population 
106,014 
161',981 
61,871 
113,639 
443,505 
145,911 
135,710 
Area 2 Densit¥ 
in kIn , per km ' 
230.27 460.39 
262 618.25 
199.88 309.54 
328.03 346.43 
1,020.18 434.73 
728.71 200.23 
212.92 637.38 
SOURCE: Kantoor vo'or de Volkstelling 1934 
There is no doubt that in-migration was the main factor for 
Blitar's rapid population growth. In 1930, the percentage of immigrants 
in the regency's total population was 24.6 percent (Kantoor voor de 
Volkstelling 1934 : 101). Many of them had come fr ,om Kedu, Jogyakarta and 
Surakarta in Central Java, from Ponorogo in the residency of Madiun, and 
the largest portion from Blitar's sister regencies of Trenggalek and 
Tulungagung. ~any , particularly those from the above-mentioned densely 
populated areas in Central Java, had come for lands; this is obvious 
from the fact that the lower density area of Brang Kidul had relatively 
high number and percentage of immigrants. Many others, particularly 
those from the relatively poor areas of Ponorogo, Trenggalek and 
Tulungagung, had come for jobs in plantations; Wlingi, which was 
basically a plantation town, was one of the towns with the highest 
proportion of immigrants in East Java in 1930, namely 45.5 percent. 
The annual rate of i ncrease for the &~ang Lor districts had 
25 
slowed down in the period of 1890-1930 from 4.99 percent to 2.77 percent, 
but for Brang Kidul still at the rate of 4.99 percent in 1930. From 
1930 onwards Blitar should no longer be regarded as an area of low 
population density . 
2 
The density of Brang Lor was 434.73 per km , which 
2 
wns already higher than that of entire East Java, which was 31L~ per km • 
2 
For Brang Kidul, the figure was still as 1m'] as 200. ~3 per km • 
TABLE 4 
POPULATION DENSITY AND PROPORTION OF IMMIGRANTS . 
DIstrict 
Srengat 
Blitar 
Gandusari 
Wlingi 
Brang Lor 
Brang Kidul 
BY DISTRICT IN BLITAR, 1930 
Densit~ Number of Percentage 
per km immigrants immigrants 
460.39 unavailable 
618.25 19,742 14.8 
309.54 17,805 29. 1 
346.43 31 , 2 3L~ 30.5 
434.73 minus Srenga t: 20.4 
200.23 44,833 30.8 
SOURCE: Kantoor voor de Volkstelling 1934:34. 
of 
~lthough in-migration still took place in Blitar during early 
years of this century, it was not as massive as before. Table 5 
indicates that the annual rate of increase had been slowing down after 
1890, and even further down after 1930, as the Blitarese themselves had 
started to move out to better places. In 1930, of 531,492 migrants to 
the regencies of Jember and Banyuwangi, for instance, 46,980 or 8.84 
percent came from Blitar; as did 12,937 or 5.64 percent out of 229,202 
migrants to Lumajang and Malang (figures based on Census 1930, Kantoor 
voor de Volkstelling 1934:35,36). 
Political turbulence following the alleged coup by the 
communists in 1965 affected the population growth in many areas in East 
Java, including Blitar. There is no reliable est~nates as to the number 
of victims of massacres in the second half of the 1960's. However, 
acknowledging the unusually low rate of increase in East Java during the 
26 
mid-sixties, an official statement says that it could have been caused, 
among other things, by the above-mentioned violence (Direktorat 1972:211). 
In examining current official figures, we come across the fact that 
figures for the same population may be reported differently in different 
official statements. Figures from Blitar's Census Bureau, for instance, 
indicate that the annual rate of increase in the reg~ncy from 1965 to 
1966 was minus 0.1 percent; from 1966 to 1967 0.9 percent, and from 1967 
to 1968 0.9 percent (Suhadak n . d. : 44) . On the other hand, .f;igures from 
East Java's Office of Census and Statistics for the same regency 
indicate that the rate for the same years was 2.4, 2.4 and 2.5 percent 
respectively (Direktorat 1972 : 216-17) . 
Year 
1845 
1890 
1930 
1971 
TABLE 5 
POPULATION, DE SITY AND ANNUAL RATE OF INCREASE IN 
BLITAR 1 S BFA G LOR AND BRANG KIDUL~ 1845-1971 
Bra n g Lor Bra n g Kid u Z 
PO'DU- Densit~ ~ 
lation per kIn 
20, 612 18.95 
148,814 15 6. 78 
443 , 505 434.73 
761,808 819.01 
Annual rate 
of increase 
in percent 
4 . 49 
2.77 
1 . 33 
Popu-
lation 
25,187 
145,911 
256,850 
Densit~ 
per km 
34.9 
200.23 
372.32 
Annual rate 
of increase 
in percent 
4.49 
1. 39 
SOURCES : Rigg 1849; Koloniaal Verslag 1891; Kantoor voor de 
Volkstelling 1934;Kantor Sensus dan Statistik 1972. 
At present, the demographic picture of Blitar does no longer 
give the impression of low density as in the last century. In 1971, the 
total population of the regency was 1,018,658, of which 67,658 lived in 
the town of Blitar and 950,802 in rural areas (Biro Pusat Statistik 1974). 
A breakdown of the figures indicates that, owing mostly to the urban 
concentration in Blitar , the density in the Brang Lor area was high, 
namely 819 . 01 per km 2 , while the Brai?,g Kidul counterpart only less than 
that . 
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The 1971 official figures indicate that, of the total population, 
422,292 were in the workforce. Of this number, 267,121 or 63.23 percent 
were in the agricultural sector (Biro Pusat Statistik 1974). 
With regard to the division of population into two social strata, 
namely priyayi and wong ciZik (see chap. III), there is no way to put 
this in exact figures . However, there is one way in'which the other 
division, namely santri and abangan, can be estimated in figures on the 
basis of the 1955 elections results. There is reason to believe that 
most of the santri votes in the elections went to Moslem parties, while 
b . h . 34 most of the a angan votes went to certaln ot er partles. 
As for the 1955 elections, in Blitar no fewer than '39 
contestants participated, including political parties, social 
organisations and individuals. The result was that four political 
parties , namely PNI (nationali~t), PKI (communist), NU (Moslem) and 
asyumi (Moslem) , in line with the national trend, collected together 
an overwhelming position of 92 . 76 percent of the total votes. Seen from 
the social and cultural orientations of the voters, PNI and PKI served 
as the abangan-oriented par t ies, while NU and Masyumi as santri-
oriented . The remainder were minor parties which can be classified into 
abangan (PSI ) PR ) Parindra ) R. Sudjono) etc .)) santri (PSII) Perti) 
Akui ) K. H. Kusnun) etc . ) and those whose orientation was either 
disputable (Parkindo) Partai KathoZik) P. M. Kusadi) etc . ) or 
unidentifiable (PPB) PIN) etc . ) and are therefore non-classified. 
Such a breakdown of the 1955 elections results indicates that 
nearly 70 percent of the population in Blitar were abangan and less 
than 30 percent santri . 
34 Because of drastic changes in political situation, the same 
assumption cannot be applied to the elections of 1971 and 1977. 
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CRAPIER III 
STRUCTURES AND VALUES : 
EQUALITY VIS- A- VIS HIERARCHY 
The descriptive account of the area in the preceding chapter 
makes it clear that although Blitar is only a small part .. of . Java and it 
is geographically and was administratively on the periphery of the 
Javanese state, it is culturally and socially inseparable from Java in 
1 
general . It is therefore necessary to go on to a discussion of the 
Javanese social structure to understand the situation of the Blitarese 
and the social interaction that takes place in the region. 
The Javanese traditionally have two ways of differentiating 
themselves . One is based on the criterion of status stratification, and 
the othe~ on ideological or cultural polarization. With regard to the 
social status criterion, the Javanese again have two principles for 
their social interaction: one is egalitarian and the other hierarchical. 
The egalitarian principle is said to have derived from rural 
life (Kartohadikoesoemo 1965), while the hierarchical principle derives 
undoubtedly from the state level. The state's continuous penetration of 
rural society during history makes the Javanese village, as Ina Slamet 
says (1965 : 74), an arena of hundreds of years of struggle between 
democracy and autocracy. Which principle is dominant in the society at 
anyone time greatly depends on the status of this "struggle". This 
means that the actual situation in the society oscillates like a 
pendu um. At tim's, such 118 uurlng the po.rJoci or tl1l Ctlltllro. Sy fltCIl1 , it 
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is very close to the extreme point of the hierarchical principle; at 
other times, as in the period of the Revolution, it is close to the 
extreme point of the egalitarian principle. Since then the pendulum 
seems to have swung back towards the hierarchical side. 
However, these two principles C[ln be analytically Hep[lratcd but 
are always present in any institution, because certain relationships 
demand a hierarchical setting and certain others an egalitarian one. 
Through their tatakr>ama or unggah- ungguh (etiquette), ,the p.eC?ple well 
know which kind of rel~tionships are based on which of the principles. 
Theoretically there should be no problem in developing any interpersonal 
relationship, but since the ideology of interpersonal relationship both 
conceptually and behaviourally is itself dynamic, the Javanese have 
witnessed throughout their history and are still witnessing nationally 
and locally the interaction of the two differing principles. 
Egalitarianism and Hierarchy 
The discussion that ' follows is based both on published sources 
and on my own observation and the experience of my relatives who 'have 
lived in Blitar for several generations. 
As regards the egalitarian model of relationships, the Javanese 
ideally see themselves as a keluarga (family), a big community with 
close familial·ties. In line with this idea, everybody is sanak~ 
sadulur or saderek (a relative; Indonesian, saudara ) to each other and 
they address each other accordingly. This attitude is obvious when one 
meets a stranger who is addressed as sader ek. In stories or traditional 
plays when two strangers meet, they address each other as ki sanak . 
What is important here is that in such a setting of communication, the 
level of language spoken is the same for both side, namely either ngoko 
or kromo ,35 which is an 8voidance of the hierarchy in a convers a tion. 
35The Javanese have at least seven levels of language tha t r e late 
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In line \vith this, the use of the terms bapak (father), kakang/ma a nd 
mbakyu (elder brother and sister) and adik (younger brother and sister) 
are also common to refer to others when the addressee is obviously older 
or younger which, cosequently, sets up an hierarchy in the conversation. 
The egalitarian terms are also used in situation where the 
spirit of egalitarianism expressly prevails, such as ' in an or ganisational 
meeting . In addition, the terms are used as titles prefixed to one's 
name (s dr from saderek or Indonesian saudara, and sdl from sadulur) , 
which are the Javanese equivalents of the English Mr, Mrs, Miss or Ms. 
The e galitaria n idea is also apparent in such Javanese sayings 
dS tuna atak bati anak (d loss of some money but a ga in of a kin, 
Moertono 1963 : 14), which is the Javanese philosophy of business, and 
dudu sanak dudu kadang yen mati melu kelangan (neither relative nor kin, 
but when he dies one shares t he feeling of loss) . 
Egalitar ian values at village level are best demonstrated by the 
institut ion of gotongroyong (literally, ' to carry a heavy burden 
together ') and in modern s et t ing by the institutions o f Rukun Tetangga 
(RT) a nd RUKun Kampung (RK) (see p . 46). In its original sense (rather 
than its ver y often abus ed s ense of "voluntary" labour) gotongroyong is 
cooperative undertaking based on the principles of reciprocity and 
solidarity . Traditionally, the idea of gotongroyong is used to cover 
several different types of activities which are aimed a t differing 
purposes each is distinguished in the community by a special term. 36 
Nowadays , it is used to refer to undertakings that range from help given 
to fellow members of the community on the occasion of deaths and feasts , 
in building houses to voluntary works done for the sake of the community. 
to seven dinstinctive social- status relationships. Of these, t wo levels 
may be considered basic, namely ngoko and Kromo (Koentjaraningrat 1960: 
107) . 
36 For the uiCf'ercnt types of aotonaro7jonrr [lctivtties sec 
Koentjaraningrat 1961 . 
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The voluntary and solidary aspects of gotongroyong may today 
still persist, or become fainter, or be abused in actual performance. 
Tulung layat (helping in connection with condolence; see Koentjaraningrat 
1961:29) persists not only in the rural areas, but In the . towns as well. 
Sambat sinambat (mutual help between households in the close 
neighbourhood) is still alive, but as time goes by it is lessening. 
Gugur gunung and kerigan (which literally mean 'to break the mountain' 
and 'mobilization') were perhaps the most abused forms of ~o~ongroyong 
in the past. They are, in brief, organised mass labour undertaken for 
the sake of the community (gugur gunung) or the state (kerigan). Gugur 
gunung is organised, for instance, for the building of village roads, 
dams, offices and the like, while kerigan is always organised from above 
for works not always directly beneficial to the participants, such as 
the building of inter-city roads and bridges, warehouses, monuments and 
·the like. A special use of this type of gotongroyong was the 
mobilization of the people of Brang Kidul villages to round up the 
communists in their base area in southern Blitar in 1968 (see Semdam 
1969). The two terms are no longer in use and, instead, the Indonesian 
term kerja bakti (dedicated collective work) has come into general use. 
The hierarchical values· are best illustrated by the daily 
contrast of wong desa (villagers) with wong kuta (urbanites; the urban 
poor are usual~y called wong kampung, the kampung dwellers), or by the 
traditional contrast of priyayi (derived from para yayi, the king's 
relatives) with wong cilik (little people). Even among the wong desa or 
wong cilik themselves hierarchical values do prevail, so that, for 
instance, when a marriage is contracted, it is necessary to take account 
of bibit~ bebet~ bobot (the descent, the wealth and the status) of the 
people. These values also prevail in the notion of the privileged 
position of the first-comers (see p. 38). 
This traditional, hierarchical stratification into priyayi and 
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wong cilik or the ruling elite and the ruled masses is seen by the 
Javanese more as two dichotomous strata recruited by birth. The priyayi 
were originally the aristocratic group, and made up the core of the 
bureaucracy. However, later on others also, as rewards for their 
loyalty, capability and service to the king, were recruited into the 
bureaucracy . Socially and culturally the latter cat~gory of priyayi do 
not differ from the first as, in various ways (including marriage into 
the aristocratic group) they managed to strengthen and institutionalise 
their position . They now behave aristocratically and their behaviour 
is identical to that of the royal descendants. 
The ideal dichotomy is perpetuated by Javanese ideology (to be 
discussed in chapter V), which puts strong emphasis on a belief in fate, 
in mystical qualities, and in the pattern of the Kawula- Gusti (literally, 
' vassal-lord ' ) relationship. In this ideology the priyayi, because of 
their blood relationship with the king, who is believed to be the source 
of authority and power, are said to be born superior and pre-destined to 
rule. On the other hand, the wong cilik are born inferior and pre-
destined to be ruled . 
It is this pattern of relationships that characterises feudal 
relationships in Java, in that a peasant as a Kawula is tied to his 
Gusti ideologically, rather than because of the land that he 
1 ' 37 Th '1' 'h . h H . cu tlvates. . e lmp lcatlons, owever, are Just t e same. e lS 
obliged to serve the Gusti with services in kind and in labour, and he 
is practically socially immobile. 
Although this traditional dichotomy dates back a very long time, 
it is during the last three centuries or so that its constitutional 
characteristics of distinguishing values and behaviours crystallised 
37 Traditionally, the power of the elite group is bas e d on me n 
and not on lands. A territ orial divIsion, for instance, was expressed 
by the term cacah , mcantng IlOLl8Chold , 80 tha t by tllC Pal-Chan NaaaY1i (8ee 
n. 20 above), Surakarta' s mancanagara territory covered 30,100 cacahs 
and that of Jogyakllrta J7, 2'30 caca7zn (SocJntno 1970:7). 
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into a clear social system. Historically, hi gh status is strongly 
associated with bureaucracy rather than trade. Following Sultan 
Agung's38 campaign to destroy northern coastal port towns, traders did 
not gain prestige. In the developed system, bureaucracy and aristocracy 
were synonimous and occupied the highest stratum in the Javanese 
traditional pattern of ideal values . 
Whe n the a ristocracy lost much of their economic and milLtary 
roles following the Dutch intrusion on the ,Javanese poli ti~al arena, a 
new role had to be found for their mystical superiority . This led to 
the sophistication of the traditional ideal v alues, and the elaboration 
of etiquette, arts and literature. In a nutshell , they ado~ted a life-
style distinctly dif ferent from that of broader Javanese society, an 
exclusive priyayi life-style. 
Following the intensification of the Dutch administration, the 
priyayi were made the basis of the native administrative corps, the 
Pangreh Praja (literally, 'the rulers of the realm' ; see Sutherland 1973), 
which had to serve colonial' interests. In line with this, the elaborate 
formality and ostentatious life-style of the priyayi became more visible 
to the common people as they left the seclusion of their palaces to 
perform their new administrative function. , The gap between the ruler 
and the ruled became physically narrowe r, yet socially wider. 
As vi~T~d by the wong cilik, the priyayi are then a solid group 
of higher-status people who form the bureaucracy; although nowadays in 
iM. ~'l', f\V'~ + r~Q ~ 
reality this is not the case, ~r d~ the priyayi and th e admi nistrative 
corps are stratified from low to high by birth and rank (Koentjaraningrat 
1957) and, in the second place, the corps is not a completely closed one. 
Theoretically, a priyayi should indeed be able to trace his 
ancestry back to a king, although the Javanese tradition provides a 
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Sultan Agung (161 )-LI 5) waR one of truly great figures of 
Javanese history. He managed to consolidate the Mataram empire on Java, 
unci no other J~v<'lncsc w~s ever to r plnce it (lUcklcfs 197L1 : 15). 
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chance for a man of lesser origin either to sinengkakake ing ngaluhur 
(be promoted to superior status) or to build his own career to 
39 priyayiship through the institution of suwita or ngenger 
(appr~nticeship with a priyayi family in the hope of future upward 
mobility) . There are many cases where people of village origin began 
their careers at the bottom of the hierarchy and finally worked their 
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way up. 
Traditionally, priyayi is then a social status upon which a 
particular ceremonialised, yet ostentatious life-style is based. 
Therefore, the priyayi through their close association with the 
administrative corps, are a governing elite group, and in the 
traditional dichotomy of the Kawula- Gusti , they are the rulers, the 
superiors. Government service was the most preferred occupation, while 
the peasantry, despite being recognised as the basis of the state's 
prosperity, are always regarded as of lower status, involved in the 
dishonourable occupation of agriculture. 
Along with the modernisation that the Dutch brought in, however, 
this exclusiveness became difficult to maintain rigidly. More and more 
people of lesser origin managed to enter priyayi schools and work their 
way up. By the end of the last century, voices of concern about the 
penetration of wong cilik into the administrative c.orps were raised by 
Some priyayis of blue blood origin. 41 With independence in 1945, the 
39As , for instance, in the legend of Damarwulan Ngenger : although 
born a priyayi , Damarwulan has to ngenger before becoming a King of 
Majapahit . The same is found in the wayang story of Sumantri Ngenger . 
40 In the Javanese chronicles, Kings ' Ken Aro k of Singasari, Jaka 
Tingkir or Adiwijaya of Pajang, and the founder of Ma taram, Sutawijaya, 
are s ~id to be of lesser origin. In wayang mythology, Prince Karno (after 
whom the late President Sukarno was named) is promoted from a charioteer. 
In both cases , however, justification is achieved by sacralising these 
figures and saying that, in fact, they were of superior origin. 
The same pattern of "aristocratic" history is also found in 
Blitar's tirst under-regent (see Cha pt er IV be low). 
41 See , for instance, Partowidjojo (1891:366), who wrote: " . . . 
Mos t priyayis expec t tha t the ir children become prz>uayi as well . Th ere 
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exclusiveness of the priyayi was ~iualil broken down as an ideology. 
The tradit ional apprent iceship lost ,its meaning, because formal 
schooling became increasingly open to people in all walks of life. 
However, while the formal exclusiveness n o longer exis ts, the 
tr a ditional idea l values at t ac hed to prtyayi~hip stiJl p rsist. 
Families of l esser or igin take muc h trouble to educate their children, 
in the hope that they will enjoy priyayiship by joining government 
service . 42 "At horne, these childr en are no longer told to do manual 
jobs and, instead, are treated as prospective pY'iyayis ," wrote 
Partowidjojo (1891:367). "They are a llowed to get whatever they want, 
such as good clothes, and to seek pleasure, so that they forget or feel 
ashamed to work in agriculture." Despite a brief interruption in the 
social system following the August 1945 Revolution, the old Kawula-Gusti 
pattern of relationship was soon continued. More and' more government 
employees behave like priyayi~ and so the priyayi life-style is slowly 
but surely re-emerging. 
One of the rights that the priyayi enjoy is to have exclusive 
titles before their names, to "denote their rank and origin .
43 
This 
happens to fit in well with the Dutch-originated tradition of t ertiary 
education in which university graduates are entitled to use academic 
titles. In modern Indonesia, however, academic titles are us ed to 
denote social status rather than academic achievement . All sorts of 
tertiary educa tional institutions, including private ones which are 
are already too many children of the priyayis ~ what will happen if all 
those children of the little people in the offices as apprentices also 
expect to become priyayi. " In the mid-nineteenth century, a considerable 
porti,on of the udministrativc corps in Semarong were of lesser origin 
(Sutherland 1973:542-44). 
42Pamong PY'aja (literally, ' servants of the realm '), the new name 
for Pangreh Praja , as the preferred occupation now includes all sectors 
of the government service. 
43 On the .Tnvnno FH' 1I1 iC of tltlcA1 AP.C l\opnt ,lnrnningrFlt(1957:5-9) 
and Sutherland (1 973:538-41) . 
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mostly extremely poor academically , are mushrooming to meet the dema nd 
for academic titl es . 
Socially, government s ervice is still seen as a high-status 
occupation in the tradition of the old Pangr eh/Pamong Fra j a . The v a lue 
of superiority attached to th e priyayiship itself ha s become f a inter as 
time goes by, to be replaced by the idea of u)ewenang (authority), in 
the dichotomy of the ruler and the ruled. 
Economica lly, however, present-day government empl~y~es can never 
match the priyayi of olden times. Nowadays, economic superiority is 
achieved . by working in the pOYtikelir (from the Dutch pal'lticulier ) or 
swasta (private) business, or in the government-sponsored special 
projects. In this sense tr ade a nd commerce have become respected, and 
becoming a private employee, involving oneself in private business or 
working in government-sponsored special proj ects is generally 
economically preferable to working in government service and becoming 
a government employee . New values attached to social status and prestige 
have led to .a situation whe're many (possibly most) gove:t:nment employees-
are also active in the private sector to enable them to live in the 
manner they are accustomed, many even to the extent of making commercial 
f h ' ff" I " 44 use 0 t elr 0 lCla posltlons. 
Despite the fact that the above description of the Javanese 
social structure applies ideally to all the Javanese in general, it is 
more typical of the situation in urban areas than in Java as a whole. 
Priyayiship and the priyayi li fe-style are found only down to sub-district 
(kecamatan ) community level. Below that, in the major rural areas, the 
situation is quite dif ferent. Superficia~ly~ it is there more 
homogeneous and egalitarian in terms of life-style and socio-cultura l 
outlook"although underneath it is not so. It app ears that the basic 
44 Tn 1977, Pres [ denl Suhnrto us ed th e t e r m 7wm('rfJ1:al1' Da .11: jahatan 
(commercialising official position) to condemn its wid e practice in the 
socie ty. 
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interaction between egalitarian and hierarchical values applies here as 
well. On may become aware of it f rom the historical and traditional ' 
points of view, or else through social and cultural analysis . 
The traditional way to hierarchically distinguish the peasantry 
is by their rights to agricultural lands. Historically, villagers 
distinguished between the core viJ.lagers , descendants of the cikaZ bakaZ 
(the village founders), and the rest of the villagers . The first, being 
descendants of those who first came and occupied the village, possess 
the best agricultural lands. There are two forms of land property in 
rural areas, individual and communal. The village communal lands are 
reserved, apart from those for villag~ official 's bengkok (see p. 20), 
f h °11 45 or t e core Vl agers. They are regarded as socially higher than the 
other villagers and as the ones who bear the rights and obligations 
towards the village and, as village is subject to supra-village structure, 
the state . They are entitled to sit in the village council, to elect or 
be elected village chief, and to take part in discussions involving 
village affairs. On the other hand, they are also obliged to bear such 
village obligations as taxes, levies in kind, and corvee labour. 
During the colonial period, the core villagers were the ones who 
had to pay heavy taxes and perform compulsory labour. So heavy were the 
taxes and so hard was the compulsory labour that they were regarded more 
as kuli~ cooli~s. The communal lands they were entitled to were sawah 
kuZen , ricefield for coolies, as, from the Dutch point of view, the land 
concerned was owned by the state and was given to compensate for the 
compulsory labour they had exacted from the villagers. Opposed to sawah 
kulen was sawah yauan , private ownership , the agricultural lands that 
45Javanese descent reckoning is cognatic. The general rule of 
inheritance, with some local and traditional variation, is that property 
is inherited by the children of both sexes. However, the core-
villagership, due to its close association with kuliship consequent upon 
heavy burd e ns, ·i s g ner i.l11y held only by the eldest son . See 
Koentjaraningrat (1960:105-07). 
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the first villagers individually opened up. 
The second category is the descendants of the second-comers. 
TIl ey also individually opened up agricllJtural lands and thus possessed 
priva te ricefields, but they had no right to the communal lands. The 
t h [ r d n n cI r 0 tl r t 11 (' ,1 t cPo 0 r i l \ S .1 ret.: h P. des c: end .1 n t s 0 f the t h 1 r d - a n cl f 0 LI r t h -
comers who caIne when no more land for ricefieJds was ·avai labJ e and who, 
th r fore , h n o no pr:ivate lands ; instead, they had respectIvely plots of 
land only for houses and houses only on others' plot. 
When it turned out that the burdens were too heavy for the coolies 
to bear, tIley did whnt perhaps WflS rather unusual, namely "voluntary land 
reform". The communal lands were re-c1lstrihuted or, partly re-d 'istrihuted 
alllong the fellow vlliagers of tlw second category wI til the Jdeil of 
recruiting n ew coolies to share the burdens. In the case of the full re-
distribution, the second-category villagers were promoted to kuZi kenceng~ 
full coolies, and in the case of part redistribution, to kuZi kendo or 
kuZi setengah kenceng~ h alf coolies; only part of the comnunal lands were 
re-distributed, a nd that to so many people that tIle new recruits took the 
coolieship in turn. This coolieship was hereditary. 
After independence this picture of village social stratification 
changed. Colonial compulsory labour was abolished arid all villagers had 
the s ame civil rights and duties. The n ew agrarian law promulgated in 
1960 stipulate~ that the former full coolie right to the communal lands 
is converted to private ownership, and the former half coolie right to 
usufruct right. The overall social dichotomy no longer takes the form of 
coolie and non-coolie distinction, but rather, as in other parts of the 
society, that of the distinction between groupings based on economlc and 
social status . 
Since land is just one, bu t not the only, major factor in 
determining economic status in rural areas , some writers tend to draw a 
picture of rural social organisation as based on formal land-holdings, 
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usually as indicated by the official agrarian register. Such a 
description usually leads researchers to distinguish between large 
farmers, medium farmers and small farmers, or to some variation on that 
theme. Acknowledging the possibly misleading picture based simply on 
official register, some Marxist analysts have tried to consider other 
variables as well before characterising the social classes of the 
countryside. These v~riables arc, part~cularly, the intensity of 
agricultural exploitation (through share-cropping, usury, ijon credit, 
mortgage, etc.), relations to agricultural lands, and ideological 
orientation . One such analysis results in the classification of the 
0 '(' ~·h'o0 4-~O(.l.~ ~ V'~t~ ~b<!;t 
peasantry into tuan tanah, landlords, who\own relatively large l:an6-",and 
~ GV 
base their agricultural production fully on others' labour; tani kaya~ 
rich farmers, who own large land and base their agricultural production 
partly on others' works and partly on themselves; tani sedang~ medium 
i"armers , who own small lands cultivated mainly by themselves; tani miskin~ 
poor farmers, who own small lands insufficient for their living, 
sometimes so poor that they do not have enough capital to cultivate their 
own lands; buruh tani, peasant workers, who own no land at all and have 
to live solely on their labour (see Aidit 1964). 
Although the classifications cover the varied economic status of 
peasants, the villagers mostly see themselves simply as tani, peasants. 
This word covers all who have association with and live on the 
agricultural production, and are known socially in the first place as 
peasants. Thus, those who own land but never involve themselves in 
agricultural work are still called tani. But those who own land and also 
involve 'themselves in agricultural work as well as, for instance, working 
as school teachers, are known as pak guru (form of address to male school 
teachers), and not as pak tani (form of address to male peasant). In 
this way kau~ tani, the peasantry, includes landowners, yeomen, 
sharecroppers and peasant workers. 
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Landholding is definitely an important, but not the only, factor 
in determining both one's economic and social status in the village. A 
proportion of the landowners, because of their relatively large ownership 
and/or their involvement in other occupations outside agriculture, as 
teachers for instance, do not cultivate land themselves but instead rent 
it out for cash to other peasants, let it to sharecroppers, or employ 
peasant workers to do the tilling. 
Sharecropping is the most cornmon form of contract used by 
landowners to have others cultivate their ricefields. Usually, this 
happens when landowners, who are not · fully involved in the daily 
management of their ricefields, still want the best share . . The 
landowners' involvement is restricted to the supervision of the 
agricultural work, which may differ fro'm case to case. It may be 
intensive such as when the landowner is a boss who employs peasant 
workers, or only superficial,such as at major events like harvests. At 
harvest time, the yield is usually taken to the landowner's house" where 
it is divided up according to the agreed terms. In a few cases, for 
instance if the landowner does not live in the vicinity, the yield is 
taken to the sharecropper's house for division. 
A rental contract is entered into when the landowner is prepared 
to accept a smaller share in cash for his land; this is usually . because 
h 'e is in ·immed:i.a te need of cash. Financial dificul ties may even lead a 
landowner to mortgage his ricefield for a loan. This is the worst type 
of land contract, as the owner loses the usufruct of his ricefield until 
he manages to repay the loan plus its attendant interests. In many cases, 
the owner can never manage to repay the loan, which all the while has 
been multiplying. 
The 1960 Agrarian Law sets limits to the period of mortgage, 
within which the loan and its attendant interests are estimated to have 
been duly repaid. The law also regulates the terms and conditions of 
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sharecropping contracts, which, as with land mortgage, may become the 
source of economic exploitation. Under the Agrarian Lavl, the owner and 
the sharecropper each get half o f the net yield , that is the yield lntnus 
the seed and the estimated cultivation costs. In many villages of Blitar , 
the traditional sharecropping contract very much favours the landowner . 
In the vtllage of Bajang, for j.nstnnce, the trndltiotinl sharecropping 
contract provides the owner with sixty per cent of the gross yield. 
Although the law was promulgated in 1960, until 1965 it had not yet been 
put into effect in B1itar. Surprisingly enough, in Blitar, which was 
politically dominated by the Communist Party which in other areas n ever 
failed to manipulat~ such issues for its political manoeuvres, the issue 
never 1 d h di d 1 h . 46 e t e savantage peasa nts to aunc protest actlons. 
Generally, landowners are in a better economic position than 
peasants who rent the land or who hold land as sharecropper, or, in 
particular, than peasants who work as labourers; but this is not always 
the case . Some owners of small ricefields, because of personal 
incapacity , have to hand ov~r their lands to other peasants for rent or 
sharecropping . On the other hand, some peasants with small ricefields 
but with a higher personal capacity, manage to increase their holdings 
through adclitional sharecropping or rental contracts, even to the extent 
of passing on some of the land to other peasants for subsidiary 
sharecropping . . These more capable s mall landowners are economically better 
off than many of those who own larger holdings. The peasant workers, on 
the other hand, are mostly worse-o ff than the other categories of peasants, 
because they do not have capital to invest even in sharecropping. 
Ideo logical and Cultural Po Zarization 
Apart from the above horizontal stratification, the Javanese are 
also divided vertically accor ding to their ideological polarization and 
46 In the years prec eding the 1965 abortive coup, the Communist 
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the concomitant soci81 and cultural traditions. This second dichotomy 
has been much written ahout in terms of the di.stincti.on between aban(Jan 
and sanf;Y"z: (s ee partjculnrly Koentjaraningrnt 1957; Cc.~rtz 1976). The 
abangan are those who fo llow the so-called KeJCll1) en , the Javanese 
trlldfr:lol1, wlllc:ll I s h :IH It':tlly nn IdCl o log l C:~ I -1 fJYllcru ( I ~lll\ of pl~O- nnc1 pOHt-
orthodox Islamic doctrines. 
Need]ess to say , in reality the division bet~een t~e . two is very 
relntive and the terms abangan and 3aniY"i arc polar types and not in daily 
use. The opposition between ahangan and san~pi can be seen in behaviour, 
but it is uncertain how far this represents a deeper, ideological division. 
This is apparent in such daily manifestation as ritual , where th e abangan 
are more concerned with slametan, the communal feast which is their core 
ritual (see Geertz 1976), and the santri with sembahyang, the ritual 
prayer made individually five times a day at home and communally every 
Friday afternoon and on major Islamic holidays in the mosque. Equally, 
in social formalities the santri prefer to adopt many Arabic expressions, 
such as assalamualaikum ('peace unto you'), bismillah ('in God 's name'), 
alhamdulilah ( ' Praise be to God ' ), and the like, while the abangan prefer 
traditional Javanese expressions, such as kula nuwun (anybody home?), 
matur nuwun (thank you), mangga (please), and the like. The santY'i 
prefer to base·their names on Islamic literature, while the abangan on 
Javanese: such names as Abdullah, Ahmad, Bakri, Husin are santri, · while 
Suharto, Raharjo, Dewi, Subekti and the like are abangan. In 
entertainment the abangan prefer Javanese gamelan (instrumental music), 
tembang (song), wayang (puppet shadow play) and other traditional 
performances, while the santri dislike wayang for its non-Moslem content 
and instead prefer rebana (tambourine) music and other Middle- eastern 
PLlrty w u 8 vury u<.: Llvu 1n of) ~ unJ81Ilg Lhu I:W -<':U] lull u/(ui Juu iha/( (unIlateral 
action), namely mass action to unilaterally impose the agrarian law by 
unilaterally cultivating LII l! lund und dividing tlw yield Hccoruillg to 
the law. 
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years have further penetrated the village with th placement of army and 
police personnel in the rural areas ; those are the Babin a (Bint ra Pembina 
Desa , non-commis ioned officer assigned to help supervise the village 
development) and Pembina (Babinsa ' s police counterpart). Sin ce Security 
is the Eirst priority in current gov ernment policy, it is also the main 
reason behind the Babin a a nd Pembina , which control'th e villClge's civil 
defence corps, the Hansip~ and the village 's p eople mobilization corps, 
the Wanra . 
Since the Japanese occupation period the society, p a rticularly in 
the urban areas, has seen the development of a n ew , semi-official 
administrative network, the R. T.or Rukun Tetangga (neighbourhood 
associ~tion) Cl nd the R.K. or Rukun Kampung (sub-villClge association). 
Several households in the ~eighbourhood mClke up one R. T. with one 
household head elected as the K.etua R. T. (RT 's Chief). Several R.T . 's 
make up one R. K. The Japanese invented these institutions for war 
purposes to deal with particularly the organisation and mobilisation of 
the people. After independence both the government and the society found 
them useful for organising , voluntary and community works and for 
maintaining the linkage between the authorities and the communities at 
the grass root level . Since then their networks have developed to cover 
the rural areas as well . They are semi-official because, although they 
are officially ·part of the administrative structure, they are still based 
in voluntary and egalitarian ideals. 
The Administration Duri ng the Japanese 
Occupation and the Revolution 
I have mentioned in the introductory section of this chapter that 
during the period of the Culture System the dominant value in the society 
was hierarchical. In the next chapter I shall show, through historical 
analysis, how the hierClrchica l principle was institutionCllised in the 
society in general and in t h e rural communities in particular . We shall 
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services, rights to the best cuts of meat butchered in the village , a 
portion from every slametan in the village. In brief, the relationship 
was of the Kawula-Gu. ti type. 
With the coming of the Japanese, the hierarchical relationships 
co llnp A Id n11ll0st: nt ann h10w. Un1il<o thrdr Dutch predecessor, the 
Jnpflnes . did not tront the native offici.als as an exelusive group. Older 
people stU1 remember how c.:11101 1S nnd ruth10ss were many of the Jnpnncse, 
who used to beat peopJe for making mistakes. Not only did ordinary 
people receive such humiliating punishment, but those previously regarded 
as beJ.onging to the el.i.te group as well. For the first time the p eopJe 
saw that there was nothing special about thcsc e 1 i tl' pc()plc': wh e n they 
were [ouno making mistakes they got the same ltuml11ating punV.:ihment, and 
could be scolued Just like anybody 81se . On top or t.lds, they no longer 
looked like rulers, because they took orders from the Japanese, the group 
which superior to everybody . 
An account of the social condition during the Japanese occupation 
period has been given by an ex-resident of Banyumas, S.M. Gandasubrata 
(1953). Not only did the Japanese treat the native indiscriminately, but 
in fac t they tended to show a conceited and arrogant attitude towards the 
upper class and the intellectuals, whilst towards the lower class their 
attitude was benevolent and familiar. According to Gandasubrata (1953:6): 
From the b~ginning it was clear they improved the pOSition of the 
lower classes and the masses, whilst they lowered the upper classes. 
They said they wished to remove the differences between these two 
classes . 
Unlike the Dutch, who gave the priority of education to the 
priyay-i , the Japaneso gavo peoplo from [111 wa11es of lIf e the widost 
possible opportunities to increase their education. Certain Javanese 
customs , such as the homage and squatting, were abolished . . In clothing, 
following the shortage of textiles, it became usual to wear practical 
C]othC8 , that is men 11sod AI100S and Ahorts, whflAt I'he: women wore frocks . 
Eventually this simple type of Western clothing becnme popular even in 
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principle of hierarchy crept back into social practice and into the 
administrative system, facilitated by political developments, but also 
by the Javanese ideas of tolerance and flexibility (sea chap. V). 
The regent in colonial times was very much an autocratic ruler, 
holding authority from the king or the central government, whereas the 
regent in modern times is supposedly a chief who represents the populist 
aspect through the people's deputies in the local assembly. The 
representative aspect of the local ruler was reduced during Sukarno's 
administration (from 1957 with the declaration of a state of war and 
siege; before that Sukarno was o.nly a symbolic head of state), and has 
become even more reduced during the present administration which 
officially succeeded Sukarno in 1966. Before Sukarno, the regent was 
elected b.y the local assembly; during Sukarno's administration, the 
regentship was nominated by the local assembly with the central government 
holding the right of final approval. Nowadays, with political life being 
fully dominated by the government through the army-backed organisation 
Go.lkar (which stands for Go longan Karya, the func tional group, des igned 
to de-politicise social life), the rule is as follows: upon the 
retirement of a regent, the central government appoints a would-be 
successor to perform as acting regent for several months. This is a hint 
for the local assembly to nominate him as the new regent. In this way, 
the regent is very much the government man as in the past, except that 
his term is limited to five years. "Good performance" during the 
term secures a second term or promotion. On the other hand, bad 
performance means dismissal or transfer to a minor post. 
This unwritten rule of the game is also understood by the local 
chiefs below the regent, 'and this is the reason why sub-district chiefs 
and village chiefs feel necessary to show off their good performance in 
'the form of impressive physical development. In the villages of Blitar 
regency one is very much impressed by neat, wide rural roads bordered by 
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bamboo fences (along the main road: brick fences!) always kept neatly 
whitewashed . Road improvement works are always one of the priority 
projects of any village and sub-district chiefs or regent. Very often 
such works infringe on people's yards, not to mention the claims on 
people's labour and mater i als. 
The other favourite projects are the building of village halls 
a nd schools, followed by monuments and mosques. In the village of Bajang, 
which I know well, there we~e in 1975, when I last visited the village, 
at least three memorial monuments: a brick pillar dedicated to the 
Pancasila (the Five Principles of the State's Philosophy), a statue and 
inscription dedicated to the village 's youth hero killed ' by ' the Japanese 
for leading an armed rebellion, and another statue and inscription 
, dedicated to the village 's agricultural hero. 
The tradition of wasting no opportunity to win the favour of one's 
superiors can be seen in the way entertainments are offered on the 
occasion of a dignitary 's visit. I witnessed two such occasions in which 
laqour, funds and time were wasted in the name of the people "heartily 
1 t · " we come recep lon . Both occasions were in the village of Bajang, the 
first in 1972 when the Golkar's President and his entourage were touring 
the province of East Java. Among the entourage were member? of the 
Diplomatic Corps and , understandably, all the top men of the province and 
the regency. ~ short visit to the village of Bajang wa s made because 
earlier the village had been appointed the '~est village' in the province. 
I suspected tha t everybody ther e , however great they thought their own 
village to be, understood that the visit would be a short one. But a huge 
programme of inspections and entertainments was still planned as if the 
visiting party were going to stay several days. I happened to stay in a 
house which, because of its good yards and private library, was supposed 
to be insp e cted and I could see closely what was happening. The day 
before the people were ordered to whitewash not only all the fences, but 
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also all the rooftops of the houses along the road that the guests were 
expected to pass. On the sides of the roads bamboo flagpoles had to be 
erected every 10 metres . And on the big day itself every household in the 
neighbourhood had to contribute four young cocconuts for the expected 
guests to drink . From early morning schoolchildren were told to gather 
along the roads to wave to the guests. But the visi~ing party, long 
behind schedule, cancelled the visit and shot past the welcoming party 
without even reducing the speed . -
The second visit, a year later, was by no less than a ~1inister of 
the Interior to officially open a comprehensive school that the government 
had granted to the Village for its achievements in the development. The 
Minister did come, but again he had too tight a schedule to inspect all 
the places that he was supposed to visit. He could only pass the above 
house at medium speed; but once again the villagers and schoolchildren had 
the opportunity to drink fresh young cocconut water, which they did not 
do very often. 
On such occasions the contrast of the egalitarian ideals and 
hierarchical reality is obvious, although the reality is expressed with 
egalitarian idioms . While in the welcoming speeches the village and sub-
district chiefs and the regent refer without fail to the people's hearty 
welcome, behind the guests people themselves were grumbling. It is quite 
different with.those welcomes that the people themselves see as hearty. 
In 1949 (I was then 9 years old and lived in Bajang village), the 
Republic ' s first vice-president came to the newly-opened village of 
Pasirharjo, 5 kilometres away. I myself can now only remember the sea of 
people, but old people still tell the story of the visit with pride. 
Early in the fifties, I lived in the town of Blitar, and the 
Republic's first President used to come to Blitar yearly to see his mother. 
At that time he was only symbolic head of state and not head of the 
government . And this was apparent when each time he came to town, people 
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from the rural areas packed into the town. When he passed away in Jakarta 
in 1970 and was to be buried in Blitar, the then po~itical situation was 
unfavorable for anybody to associate to him. However, along the road from 
the airport to Blitar which was more than 50 lan, crowds of people were 
unrestrained and eye-witness accounts said that the people came spontaneously, 
many even in tears, and that there were no such things .as prepared 
welcoming parties and the J.ike. 
The swing from the egalitarian to hierarchical values is also 
observable in other practices. In the 1950's, not many ' villages had a 
village hall. The centre of administration used to be located in the village 
chief's r esidence . When people had some business in the village chief's 
office, the atmosphere was informal, with the visitors feeling free to move 
around or have a chat. For them tha atmosphere was very much as if it were 
their own office. Nowadays, there' is no village without its village hall, 
which was, it is true, built collectively by go tong royong. And yet, when 
people have any business there, the atmosphere is formal and they do not 
feel free to move around; they only movo from their scat when called. It is 
for them not so much our office as the office. The same example can be 
drawn from the higher administrative levels, too, in fact, to any office. 
In 1959, for doing fieldwork I had only to bring a 'To Whom It 
May Concern' letter from my university to introduce myself to any official 
at any level. But in 1964, I had to get pormission letter from the regent 
himself before going down to the villages. In 1969, when one field,vorker 
had to do fieldwork in two villages in Blitar, she had to get permission 
from the Governor of East .Java, and then with that permission she had to see 
the regent again before sho could really start her flolelwork. 
In the 1950's I witnessed a village meeting in which the village 
chief, who was my uncle, decided to resign in the presence of ' the sub-district 
chief after the audience launched relentless criticism against h1s policy. , 
Nowadays such meetings, which are always attendeel also by tIle Vabinsa aoel 
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Pembina men, are very much a one-way communication with flow of information 
and ideas only coming from above and with the villagers only listening 
without the courage to raise their opinion, let alone their criticism. 
The above cases are just to illustrate the present trend of the 
domlnllnt vnl\los In tho socloty whIch Is, ns T h..-lve snic1 , the creeping 
return of t110 hicrnrc.hic.nl pattorn. Onghokhnm spoaks i1hout "noo-fellc1nlism" 
in JUVLl (1978: 57), but whatevur one may choosu to enll. It, the trend 
represents the swing of the pendulum back to the hierarchical point, where 
"every official is a client of his superiors, and at the same time has a 
group of clIents unclor hIs own wIng." 
In such a structured clientship, it is but logical if one behaves 
in an authorItarian mann~r towarcls one's Inferiors wllile playIng it safe 
by behaving obediently and passively towards one's superIors. In all the 
village haolls wi thout exception in the regency of Blitar there is a 
special Operations Room (italicized because the English form is the 
vernacular word), designed to be the base of all development planning. 
This modern tradition has derived from the Hankam (Department of Defence), 
which from the outset has always had an Operations Room. , From the spread 
of Hankam men to almost all sectors of life, the custom of having such a 
room has also reached all the other departments, including the Department 
of Interior. Following the rule that the superior sets an example to his 
subordinates, th~ custom was adopted rapidly, first by the governors' 
offices, then by the regency offices down to the village offices. 
Again, the same trend can be seen in many other examples. In the 
province of East Java, which is under the military jurisdiction of the 
Brawijaya Division, which has the gate of Majapahit as its symbol, all 
villages have a miniature version of the gate on their main entrances. In 
addition to this, along the main road passing the regency of Blitar, 
following the government campaign in support at the 'bequest of the '45 
values' (that is, the values of the 1945 Revolution time which, if 
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anything, should include patriotism, dedication and solidarity) one can 
see that all the houses along the road have beautiful brick gates 
inscribed with the figures 19 and 45, with the houses of each sub-district 
having a uniform shape, colour and decoration, different from the houses 
of other sub-districts. 
The last case I would like to mention before'concluding this 
chapter illustrates the effectiveness of the present system in controlling 
members of the community. In Jakarta on polling day during the 1971 
elections, I just slept in rather than going to the polling station 
(election in Indonesia is not compulsory), but my servant took leave to go 
back all the way to her native village in south Blitar just to poll, not 
because she was politically very conscious, but because she thought she 
would get into trouble with the authorities if she did not vote. 
The above illustration sufficiently indicate that, while modern 
Javanese social life relies on the new system of hierarchical values based 
on new values of social status, it is developed in a structure and pattern 
similar to the old pattern of hierarchical clientship. The brief 
interruption of the Japanese occupation and the Independence Revolution 
upset the old pattern and value system for a while, but were not 
sufficient ~nough to fully severe their continuity. The institutions, 
~~ 
symbolic expressions,vvalues are, it is true, manifested in a new, modern 
~~ 
setting, but underlyingVare the same mentality. 
CHAP:FER IV 
TRANSFORMATION AND TRADITION.tJ.LITY 
Kabupat en Structure 
Before discussing the process of social transformation that has 
been taking place in Blitar and its implications for the social groups 
involved, the structure of the kabupaten (regency) has flrst to be 
understood . The modern kabupat e n is an administrative unit which has -
survived the periods of the native states , the Dutch colonial 
administration and the Japanese occupation. The term bupati was used to 
refer to a local ruler in the manca negara provinces (see p. 16 above). 
After the Dutch takeover, the term continued to be in use, although the 
Dutch term regent was officially used. 
Studies on traditional Javanese statecraft (Schrieke 1955; 
Moertono 1963) indicate that bupati exercised power that formally was 
authorized by the King . In the Javanese cultural setting, the king was 
t h e absolute ruler and owner of the lands and everything on them, including 
the people. T~e patron-client relationship between the ruler and the 
ruled was manifested in the idea of KawuZa-Gusti, with the peasants as the 
kawuZa, subjects . The king's dominance over his subjects was quite 
evident . As soon as one cleared land for agriculture, one had to start 
paying tribute to the king in kind and in labour. 
In ~he kabupaten the tribute went to the bupati, who formally 
represented the king's power. In relation to the peasants, the bupati's 
performance indicated that he was not so much the king's representative as 
a little king in his own right. So long as he complied with certain 
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formalities in recognizing the king's supremacy, the bupati enjoy ed g reat 
independence and exercised unchallenged authorit y to rule, to jud ge , and 
to maintain order over the people. Part of the tribute that he received 
from the peasants went to the king. Tn addition, he also had to pr e sent 
hlmsclf r(~~~td:lrly hefore tho. l<1nr, :lnd to provldcl tlw kinr, with l11:lt rinl 
nne! hlll1111n Aupport In tll11<: of W<lr. 
To the king and the state, the bupati and his lwbupaten were, then, 
th basjc socinl nnd economic support. Tt wns throll gh the bupati thn t 
. " 
agricult"ural productlon W.:18 org;ln"lzcd nnd 1l1<:ll1pOWCr W;lS mobilized. 
The very notion o[ knhupaten ns n mnjor soc "ial .1nd economic unit 
had been rna c1 e use 0 f by the D u t c 11 for the i r colon 1 a I pol icy ", ass 0 0 n as 
they gained a foothold in Java. In the eighteenth century, in the areas 
under their dIrect control, the Dutch took ovcr the king's position at the 
receiving end of the flow of agricultural produce and labour, by \.;hlch 
means they first regulated and then encouraged agricultural production 
for export purposes. 
Despite this foreign intrusion, however, the rest of the local 
political structure remained basically unchanged. The bupati's role as 
the production and labour organizer continued, even increased. During the 
period before the Culture System, Dutch colonial policy was based on the 
existing feudal structure, and agricultural exploitation was done through 
the traditional institutions. 
Under this system the patron-client relationship of Kawula-Gusti 
between the peasants and the bupati continued. So did the relationship 
between the bupati and the king, except that the Dutch took the place of 
the king. The Dutch simply maintained for themselves the king's right to 
demand taxes through upeti (forced deliveries) and r aj akarya (corvee). 
This did not mean that the Dutch were never interested in deeper 
interference in the native political structure. Indeed, they did intend 
to exert more control partic ularly on the bupatis, and the general feeling 
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in the colonial government was that the native officials should be reduced 
in number and eventll~lly be done away altogether. Tt was only for the 
practic[ll r [lson tlwt the costs of repJClcing the n[ltive officiClls might 
upset their economic interests that deeper interference was not carried 
Into ,rrt~('L beruru Cht, lImo of Dncll<iul (tlw lhll cit C()Vt'rn()r-C:<.!n~rill, ]803-
18 1 1). U 11 d C' r 11 I 11\ , t 11 e n tl l: c 11 (' 0 1 0 n 1 iI 1 [H 1 In -I n 1st r i1 t [ C) n . cl i c1 j nit [ n t ( ~ 
rcstc'cLIOl1S on th~ bup;tll's rolu8 mHI rlgltLs. Ills ro -lu In Lite IlllJ ll~lry 
field, for instance, was dropped once and for all, and his .rights to 
corvee and deliveries were reduced. 
On the other hand, not many of the restrictions imposed on the 
bupati had any effect on the rural communities. To the peasants the image 
of the bupati's authority remained intact. In the absence of effective 
control by the colonial authorities down to the village level, dlere was 
no way to bridle the bupati's ~endency to administer arbitr~rily, 
particularly when the Dutch themselves were inclined to demand more and 
more. 
It was only during 'the British interregnum that the native 
political structure and the concomitant status and role of the bupati 
underwent a Significant transformation. Essentially, the British colonial 
policy as initiated by Raffles (the British Lieutenant Governor, 1811-1816) 
was to eliminate every element of compulsion in rural economic exploitation 
in the form of.forced deliveries and corvee, and to introduce a liberal 
policy of rural exploitation based on individual land-rent, by which the 
peasants were encouraged to cultivate export crops of their own free will. 
This reform poli cy clashed with the interests of the existing 
political establishment,' and it was the bupati that was the first to 
suffer. His privileges of forced deliveries and labour were restricted to 
apply only to villages appointed as his appanage. His traditional 
authority over the rural communities was undermined with the introduction 
of the colonial bureaucracy down to the district level. In fact, the 
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position of bupati itself was further attached to the colonial 
bureaucracy. 
However, Raffles' brief interruption and the insufficiency of 
means available to him led to the failure of the reform policy to fully 
materialize, although the reform ideas for a time continued to dominate 
the thinking of post-Raffles colonial authorities. Restrictions on the 
bupati's traditional authority were further -increased. In 1820, a 
regulation governing the duties, titles and ranks, ceremonies, retinues 
and other appurtenances of the bupati was ratified. It specified that the 
bupati stood under the immediate command ·of the r esident and were to ' be 
treated as his 'younger brothers,' and in matters concerning the native 
population were his 'trusted advisers' (Sutherland 1973:64). In brief, it 
can be safely said that the trend in Dutch colonial thinking in the early 
nineteenth century was to reduce the bupati's role, even to the extent of 
excluding them altogether from the native administration. If these ideas 
did not materialize, it was because, if anything, of the Java War (1825-
1830) and economic difficulties back home which led the Dutch to think 
twice before risking economic failure in the wake of administrative and 
political re-organisation. 
The victory of the conservative side over the liberal on the issue 
whether the colonial territory should be exploited throug'h feudal or 
private institutions led the colonial administration to recognise the need 
to maintain the loyalty of the bupati. In particular, for the successful 
implementation of the Culture System it was necessary for the Dutch to 
retain the bupati as the major linkag e between the native communities and 
the colonial administration. 
But first let us examine the importance of the Culture System in 
Indonesian colonial history that it has so deeply affected the social and 
economic development of the Javanese society. For the Javanese peasants, 
it represented just another kind of forced deliveries and labour of the 
1 '" •• L: 
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)een sed to for ages. For the native rulers, it involved a 
3n .. 3n· puln t' 0 of their traditionLll roles unci rights. The main 
the Culture System <J.nd tll!? old, fC'ucial taxes ,'as that 
CS ·.ere nm .... mobilize to grm~7 export crops for the system 
i15 'II )[ ;1 ,Ill' lip n p:rt of Lll>ir tr;lditiol1:11 crops . Tltl'oroLic:llly 
hL: r . .', n () t hi n, b:H 1 . nth l s : 0 n 1 :1 fir t lor l11 c r lOp 1 c 's [l, t rill 1 t 1I r a I 
1 .. ds 1 bour equ 1 to but no 111 rc than that [or rlce culLlv<1tloL1 \\'<1S 
e~<J. ed or tl e crops in comparison with the traditional deliveries that 
used to be set on a fifty-fifty basis . \.Jhat ,,,as very often bad in reality 
.·;as tha t nipulation and malversa tion prevailed throughout the period at 
the cost of a burden for the peasants much above these maxima . 
The Cu Z -tu.r-e Sy tern,' 
By.pa~i V~ -a- v~ tJe ut h Bureauera 
'~en tte Culture Syste was introduced in 1830, the bupati had 
been strippe of much of their traditional status and role, and ,,,ere on 
[ e wa to being fully attached to the colonial bureaucracy . Losing once 
~or all t eir independence as local rulers, the bupatis were never 
again a serious threat to the Dutch; indeed, they became loyal tools of 
the colonial ad .. inistration . They Hould have lost their position in the 
political structure altogether if the Dutch had not decided, because of 
the C t re S ste. , to turn back to them and to the old social structure. 
It yas pri arily for the purposes of the Culture System that the 
bupati's feudal position and authoritarian power were revived. Their 
social status, attached to which ~ere traditional rights to demand labour 
a de ileries, .'las restored . In otrer ·onls , the e tire old social 
system ias re italised, appare tly for the old purpose but in fact to 
serle e~ functions . 
To provide the bupati ,·ith the necessary legitimacy previously 
o ta ned fro. the court, hE Dutch 'ept theJ s an exclusive circle by 
grant;ng t em the right of family success'on to appoint~ents . Their old 
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t s gor geous as before and their tendenc to follow 
tter 0 i fe-stvle and customs, su ch as ostentatious festivals , 
:eL.: to continue . 
It ~~s clear ha t to ma intain such a wide social and economic gap 
.e b pati and the rest of the co unity, substantial financial 
s orcs \I,ere required, something the bupati had lost follmring earlier 
restr·ctions . ~i th the newly-revised framework, financial compensation was 
de e a\ i able by the granting of cuZtuu.r- pro ente (a premium based on a 
certain percentage of the collected produce) to both the Dutch and native 
officials responsible for the cultivation and collection of the government 
crops . Too much priority given to the success of the syste~ coupled with 
individual interests led to widespread malpractices, which to the peasants 
eant nothing but an increased burden. 
While the bupati's revised position was supported economical~y by 
an increased burden upon the peasants, politically it rested mostly on the 
colonial bureaucracy. ~{here they had formerly provided for themselves and 
acted on their OHn credibility they nmv acted on behalf of the Kwnpeni 
(from the Dutch compagnie~ company) or the Gupermen (gouvernement~ 
government). In this new capacity, sociologically the bupati's 
traditional auth ority over the people remained unchanged, but the people 
were aHare that behind the traditional formalities were , in fact, their 
neH masters, toe Dutch. So that although during this period the bupati 
and the elite group were the immediate rulers over the peasants, it was 
the Dutch colonial power that played a dominant role in determining the 
social and economic developments . As I have mentioned, when the Culture 
System Has introduced in 1830, the administrative reorganisation aimed at 
strengthening the colonial bureaucracy and weakening the native political 
structure was already underway. Not only did the process fail to continue, 
but the decaying traditional structure had to be revived. The situation 
that followed was somewhat of a dual administration, with the traditional 
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stru ure ontinuing to persist along with the growing colonial 
ure ucracy that had already penetrated down to the district level. 
The colonial side of the dual administration \Vas indeed relatively 
modern . But it should be taken into account that this very colonial 
administration (better kno\~ as the B. B. which stands for Binnenlands h-
B~s uur , Civil Service) was none other than a continuation of the corrupt 
machinery which led the previous Dutch East India Company to bankruptcy 
late in the eighteenth century. Culturally , contacts with the native 
elite structure since the early days had led to a peculiar development of 
the Dutch mestizo version of the aristocratic good life, with their 
distinct tastes in houses, food, clothes, language, entertainment, sexual 
ethics and attitudes very much influenced by the priyayi world. The 
custom of keeping native mistresses , nyai ~ equivalent to the native rulers' 
concubines , selir~ was widespread (Sutherland 1973 : 144). In other words, 
as Sutherland describes it , there was to some extent a mingling of two 
t raditions , the Javartisation (perhaps better "priyayi-isation") of the 
Dutch B. B. corps and the westernisation of the elite priyayi, although in 
both cases the acculturation process was only superficial and patchy. 
The more important t hing, however, was the implication this 
si t uation had for the pattern and techniques of administration. Basically, 
the B. B. opera t ed in a somewhat unequal sYmbiosis with its native 
counterpart , t~e P. P. or Pangreh Praja (literally, 'rulers of the realm', 
the Javanese native civil service) . 
The B. B. assumed responsibility for the local administration 
particularly of the Culture System and its ramifications, including the 
maintenance of rust en orde (peace and order), the development of infra-
structure and the like . For the success of this mission, it was imperative 
to consult the P.P. for such matters as where the government crops should 
best be planted, what their extent should be a .d how labour was to be 
mobilized . The cooperation of the P. P. was here very important and it was 
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then in the interests of the B.B. to win their full support . 
On the other hand, it was mainly on the local B. B. '8 suggestion 
that the central government decided about appointments, promotions, 
t ra n sfers , dismissals and things like that , for the P. P. members (Onghokham 
1975:1 20 ). It Wl1S i l11perat -Ive for ll1emh ers of the P. P. to be on good terms 
with the B. B. These native offici.als never wasted <1n oppor tunity to win 
the favour of their European s u perIors , upon whom thelr llvellhood and 
future depended. Su ch efforts would range from sending superfluous gif ts 
On certain important days and giving good service on the occasion of a 
B. B. official's visit. Such unequally symbiotic relationship could 
sometimes be ridiculous. When a Dutch official was leaving "his post, an 
auction of his p ersonal belongings was held, and this was a big event 
attended by members of the Dutch, Chines e and priyayi communities. The 
two latt~r a lways bid very high prices for ~heap goods (Sutherland 1973: 
164-65; Onghokham 1975:120). 
As regards the relationship between the ruling group and the 
masses , both the local Dutch and native officials shared common interests . 
Both of them were tools of the central government, and yet the local 
people perceived them as rulers in their own right. The successful 
implementation of the government's policy was their mission or, as Day 
pojnts out (1904 : 292), "nothing mattered so long as the revenues were 
-large . " Offici.als soon learned that their careers depended very much on 
the fiscal figures of their districts. There was a case involving a 
resident of Peka longan , Central Java, who was discharged and put on half 
pay, in 1833, because indigo cultivation in his region had turned out so 
badly (Day 1904:292 n . ). And this , coupled with lack of supervision from 
above encouraged the continuation of the traditional style of 
administration which , locally, led the rulers to adopt their own 
independ ent policy. It was understandable that , as Day points out (1904: 
283) , all the abuses of former times continued unabated . 
Tn terms of administrative style, because of these economic 
pressures tho mode rn reform and reorgan i sation t11n.t the Dutch tried to 
introduce were minimally successful . On the otlwr hc1nd, the trc1c1itjonal 
style which produced the revenue persisted . To the people , there was no 
distInction hl'twClen Lho rulers' plthl i c :ll1d priv.1tC\ cnp:lr ity. '1'11(' (lxlent 
InItIatIves or the local t-ulen::!, Dutch <Ind nnlIve, rulllet:" tll ~l n on fIxed 
rules . In his study on the land-tenure system in Java , va~ Deventer 
mentioned a lJcnaUw (natJve orficial at the hC'H\ of a group of fIve or 
more villages) who took not uncommonly half the product and kept for 
himself the surplus after the government's port Lon was set ~side (Day 
1904: 283) . I n other cuses , malpructlccs were COlllmon, stich a's those of 
deliber a tely incr easing the amount of land on which the taxatIon was based 
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beyond what was required by th~ government, or imposing a higher 
perc enta ge of production than the cent r al government required. 
I n terms of forced l abour , it was t~e colonial admini~tration's 
major policy to keep public expenditure at a minimum level by taking 
advantage of existing traditional rights to labour services . The local 
authorities found the services very handy for the necessary public works, 
such as fortifications, roads and bridges, irrigation, land clearing and 
warehouse building . An account of how such labour services were organised 
was given by Rigg on the development of a dam in the upper Kediri area. 
It took about four years to complete construction, during which every day 
400 men f rom the surrounding villages had to work . When the darn was 
finally compl e ted , there was even a suggestion to levy a toll on passing 
native boats . Fortunately such an unjust idea of taxing the native for 
making use of a public facility to which they had given so much unpaid 
labour did not ma t erialise (Rigg 1849:77-78). 
On top of this, within the framework of the traditional 
administrative style officials of all levels found it t o their personal 
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advantage to court their superiors' favour by showing off their successes 
in the area in the form of road betterment, unnecessarily beautiful stone 
buiJdings and other tOHn embellishment projects. Clive Day \tlrites (1904: 
286) : 
One resident hnd the f.'lncy to hnve tllG YO.'lds 1 lncd with hcc1r,es; his 
Successor had them torn up and y<;placed by stone walls. A third' 
r .s lc1ent required t.he roncls of 1)'[8 r(~si(1cncy to he bordered by finished 
\vOOQ fences, which had always to be kept neatly ,whitewashed. 
ot only did the people have to bear the official heavy burden 
that their rulers imposed upon them, but they were also made 'to work in 
the rulers' personal interests. In the past, parties held for weddings, 
circumcisions and the like invol~ing members of the bupati's families, let 
alone of the king's, had been very much public affairs. For the elite 
group tb entertain themselves on such occasions, the people had to 
contribu~e agricultural produce, poultry, cattle and labour. 
During the colonial period, the Dutch officials were not reluctant 
to adopt this custom, not so much for entertainment, as for things like 
building houses and laying out gardens. In all, to the people the 
introduction of the Culture System and the intensification of the colonial 
administration resulted in little else but increased burdens, in labour as 
well as in products. Despite the fact that in terms of agricultural lands 
the Culture System covered a relatively small percentage, on the average 
only 5 percent according to van Niel (1972:98), the percentage of peasant 
households involved was very high, over 70 percent. Day points out (1904: 
284) , that "the total effect of the Culture System with its attendant 
demands was estimated to be an increase of burdens from ten t o one hundred 
fold ." So heavy was the burden in labour that a story had it that when 
fortifications were being built at Gombong, Central Java, the natives 
bound to service were ordered to take the necessary burial shrouds with 
them (Day 1904: 285) .' 
Not only dLd the extent of burdens incrense, but the rulers' 
arbitrariness also intensified. The regent of Gresik Lor, in 1833, ordered 
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all land registers and proof of private l andowning to be collected and 
burnt, just to ma ke land dealing easier (Sutherland 1973:69). 
Summarising the above discussion, it can be said that despite a 
great transformation in the social structure following the intrusjon of 
the colonial bureaucracy, the value system und er lyi.ng tho. socia1 
relationships between the rulers and the ruled and the institutional 
framework within which development was pursued remained basically the same. 
But the native ruling elite no longer ruled on the basis of their own 
traditional credibility and the assent of the ruled, instead they had to 
rely more a nd more on the colonial power. Quoting Furnivall (1944:140): " 
" . (They) were in the same position as before, but instead of standing 
on their own feet, they were hanging on to the Dutch Government .... " 
Wi th this new ba"sis, "they could do whil t they liked, and they burdened the 
people to an extent previously unknown . " 
To the people, the new situation did not only mean increased 
burdens. As the bupati lost his traditional ground of authority, the 
traditional basis for relationships with the rural communities \vCFQ ~s 
weakened, and the peasants loyalty to them was gradually reduced to a 
merely formal level. This eventually paved the way for the appearance of 
informal leaders, which I shall discuss further elsewhere. 
The Development of the Colonial 
Kabupaten Structure in Blitar 
Because of the specific conditions and characteristics of the 
region, much of the general lines of development described above did not 
apply to Ulitar, although. this did not mean that the cultural and 
ideological framework within which the social transformation was 
encouraged did not follow the general trends. When the Dutch formed the 
residency of Kediri in 1830, Blitar was administratively Heak. It was 
only a minor district. The then administrative centre was in Srengat 
(currently a sub-district under the regency of Blitar) which had sub-
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regency st tus under the a delin 49 of growo (currently Tulungagung) 
(de Klerck 1909:392). 
In 1846, the sub-regency \Vas made a separate a deling . However, 
there ~"as no assi tent- resident appointed and the day to day administration 
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was put under the responsibility of a controleur , J. Laup, who was 
based in Blitar (Almanak 1847; Rigg 1849). 
In 1850, the administrative trend shifted to Blitar with the 
transfer of the sub-regency capital from Srengat to Blitar .. Jhe first 
under-regent of Blitar was Mas Bei Partowijoyo who served until 1852. The 
second under-regen t was R.A .Ad i Kusumo who served until 1859. It was only 
in 1863 that Blitar was promoted to a full regency with R.T.A. Adi Negoro, 
who ha~ served as under-regent since 1859, as the first regent. This 
made Blitar the last regency ever established in the residency of Kediri. 
TABLE 7 
LIST OF BLITAR'S UNDER-REGENTS AND REGENTS 
DURING THE COLONIAL AND JAPANESE PERIODS 
Term of 
off ice 
1850-1852 
1852-1859 
1859-1863 
1863-1866 
1866-1896 
1896-1917 
1918-19 42 
1942-19·44 
1944-
N a m e 
Mas Bei Partowijoyo 
R.A. Adi Kusumo 
R.T.A. Adi Negoro -
Idem 
R.T.Ng. Wa rso Kusumo 
P.A. Sosroadinegoro 
R.M.A.A. Warsoadiningrat 
R.T. Priambodo 
Samadikun 
Rank 
Under-regent 
Under-regent 
Under-regent 
Regent 
Regent 
Regent 
Regent 
Regent 
Regent 
SOURCES: Rigg 1849; Almanak; Soenjoto 1978; Sutherland 1974. 
The relatively late administrative development of Blitar was 
attributable mainly to the early social and economic insignificance of the 
region . Blitar was seen by the Dutch as historically one of the difficult 
49 The afdeZing was the Dutch administrative apparatus , in contrast 
with kabupaten which was naLive . In terms .o f territ~ry, ge nerally the two 
overlapped. The afdeling was under an ass~stent-res~dent . 
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h di . 51 sout ern strlcts. Territorialli, the then a r ea of Srenga t and Blitar, 
which waS the basis of the present reg ency of Blitar, was lar ger than a ny 
other regency in the residency of Kediri. And y e t, despite its grea t 
potentialities, demographic figures for the first half of the last century 
indicate that the population of Blitar was very low in terms of both 
absolute number and density (see Table 2 p. 23). 
Early reports say that the Blitarese came from the negara gung 
(see n . 19) areas of Central Java . Many of .their customs and traditions 
were said to have qriginated from Surakarta (Huijser 1847; Kalff 1923), 
and even today one can see in many towns in the area places called 
' Matraman ', a name derived from Mataram, the king dom of Central Java. 
Folktales have it that village founders came generally from tIte west. The 
foun der of the Bajang village, for instance, is belIeved to have come from 
. 
Madiun , and the village name itself is said to have been given by none 
other than Raden Mas Said , the rebel prince better known as Pangeran Samber 
Nyowo who revol~ed against the Surakarta rulers in the second half of the 
eighteenth cen tury (Arudjipramono 1968; Bajang 1970:4). 
It i s no t certain when the central Javanese people started moving 
eastwards . Heavy burdens suffered by the peasantry and internal conflicts 
among the princes , bupatis and village headmen must have been some of the 
major reasons t hat encouraged people to migrate in the early days 
(Onghokham 1975:154) . 
Later on, when poverty prevailed in many areas, people vlere led to 
migrate to further promised lands. This was how people from Ponoro g o, who 
were known for their toughness and valour, first ent e red Blitar and 
influenced the Blitarese. They came possibly much later when the Culture 
System in Blitar had already developed. Until early this century, many 
50The contro l eur was the Dutch officia l supe rintending the 
cultivation and collection of crops, particularly those for e xport. 
51The other distric t s were Trenggalek, Pacitan, Gemak Prigi, 
Sumbreng , Karang Talun, Kamp ak (de Kl e rck 1909:193). 
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U 1.,1' . some se~sonal migration from Ponorogo a nd other poor 
.11''"' includin g Trenggalek, to \vork in plant a tions and suga r 
n BJit.3r . ntil 1930's, the Blitarese used the expression 
~ , 52 
,,' t o refer to a condi tion of poverty . From th e Ponorogos, 
th., TIl tnr .se l cnrn t to like the \"c11 knm"n R('U()~7 l'oilcn:\I~70 , ~ lll<lsked ~l nc1 
r " c 1 fl ' l' ill . 53 <\ . L. :In l 0 \lS.C on m:1SC'1l.ln ty nnt 1crol sm . 
Institutional Development 
s I have said above , Blitar's specific conditions and 
characteristics dId not except its social and ideological institutions 
from follm..Jing the general trends. It \Vas mostl y the Dutch 'adminis tr.3tive 
presenc: r ather than the traditIonal elite group th<lt engendered the 
development of the native bureaucracy. Lack of deep-rooted traditional 
base in the region gave the Dut.c;h a free lwnd to form the local polItical 
s t ruc ture accor ding to their O-W"TI \"ill . Unlike in 0 ther areas, the Dutch 
in Blitar did not need to take into account the interests of the 
traditional elite Circles , including those who had been loyal to and helped 
the Du t ch win the Trunojoyo and Java Wa rs (see chap. II; Courier dit 
Dubekart 54 1872:256). Appointments were solely based on career and not the 
52 Sit r-mg means ' ]'alf- cent', very small value; galel< derives from 
Trenggalek , the poor area west of Blitar ; combined it means ' very poor'. 
53 The B1Itarese themselves have a similar masked trance dance, 
called Barongan·. In Lodoyo masculinity and heroism are also demonstrated 
in the fighting game tiban , in which two men, each armed with rattan, whip 
each other . It is a ritual for making rain . 
54Agathon M. Courier dit Dubekart was a Dutch moralist and humanist 
vlho found no enemy ' too high to attack in his strugg le agains t all sorts of 
jnjtlstice . Ring n. storekeeper jn Rlitar in the second ha lf of the last 
century , when the "successes" of the Culture System were on the decline, 
but official arbitrariness was becoming more institutionalised and finding 
firmer ground, he could not but make a martyr of himself by attacking the 
local dignitaries, native and Dutch . He sent petitions to the Resident , 
the Governor General and the Court, and wrote reports in th~ provincial 
nev7spaper denouncing malpractices and a rbitrariness v a rying from abuse of 
gifts/bri1ery by the Regent to the covering up uf an incident involving the 
A 8 I 8 t c: n t R' 8 i (1 . n L W 110 r n nov c: r n (' hi 1 ( I to c1 (' nth . 0 n 1 y min 0 r res tIl t s we r e 
gained from his one- man crusade for which he had to land in jaIl, but the 
book comp lI ed from his letters , ar ticles and pr ess r epo rts gave ample 
information on tll attitude.3 and behaviours of the r eg ion's ruling gro up. 
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least on traditional basis. In other words, the Dutch felt free to ignore 
the traditional feudal group and to build a new group that fitted in the 
traditional, feudal structure. Blitar's first under-regent, Mas Bei 
Partowijoyo, for instance, was only the son of a .bekel (village chief in 
Surakarta area); he had climbed up to his position from a clerical 
apprenticeship in the resident 's office in Kediri. 
In the absence of feudal tradition, the newly promoted native 
rulers had to find a certain base within the traditional cultural 
framework for their legitimacy. Stories were told, for instance, that the 
Mas Bei was in fact not the son of a bekel, but had a blood relationship 
with no less than Pangeran Samber Nyowo (literally, 'the Soul Attacker 
Prince'), who was the founder of the present Mangkunegaran House in 
55 Surakarta. The story had it further that a certain son-in-law of the 
Prince one day made an inspection tour and had to stay overnight in a 
bekel's house. The beke l had a concubine who was said to have Moorish 
blood. As a result of an affair that the Moorish concubine had with the 
Prince's son-in-law, she had a baby. And it was this baby who became 
socially known as the hekel 's son and who was to become the bupati of 
Blitar (Courier dit Dubekart 1872:252-62). 
Interestingly enough, even if the story has some truth in it, the 
Bupati was, in fact, only a descendant of a local ruler. But the local 
ruler happened to be a son-in-law of the founder of the Mangkunegaran 
House; and his mother was not just a common woman, but happened to have 
Moorish blood. All these 'buts' were indeed a very good reason for 
claiming that our bupati was not merely an ordinary man. And once he was 
a legitimate bupati, not only officially but also traditionally, he had 
every reason to adopt the pompous bupati life-style which always required 
grea t wealth. 
55Before being granted part of the Kasuna~n (Kingdom of Surakarta), 
the Soul Attacker Prince fought the Dutch and had to go roaming as far as 
the jungles of Blitar (see chap. II). 
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Courier dit Dubekart (1872:102-05) indicates that Blitar's first 
bupati, R.T.A . Adi Negoro, who was none other than the grand grandson of 
the afore-said bekel~ was one of the richest bupati in the area. He was 
not only good at business, but was also keen on abusing his power. He was 
said to have more than 2000 cattle and horses derived from " gifts" . He 
did not report poorly cared-for coffee gardens, so long as the village 
chiefs responsible for them sent him cattle. Gifts to him were also 
something to count on in seeking appointments and dismissals. Needless to 
say, the village chiefs did not pay for such gifts from their own purses, 
but held the village communally responsible for them. 
The bupati's grandeur was also observable in the ostentatious way 
in which traditional festivals were celebrated. Small towns under the 
court ' s strong influence usually follow the example of the royal capitals 
of Jogyakarta and Surakarta. In Klaten and Wonogiri, for instance, even 
now Idul Fitri Day (the Moslem Festival marking the end of the fasting 
month) is celebrated with a Maleman (Night Fair). In Blitar, until the 
turn of the last century, the annual Idul Fitri was 'celebrated by a 
rampogan performance (the mobbing of one or two tigers) in the alun-alun 
(city square located in front of the bupati's residence) (Kartawibawa 
1923) . In Blitar ' s Brang Kidul, until 1950's the Maulud Festival (to 
celebrate Prophet Muhamad's Birthday) was celebrated by the traditional 
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ceremony of bat.hing the sacred gong mBah Pradah, kept in the residence 
of the district chief. This ceremony was a duplicate of the famous Sekaten 
Festival in Jogyakarta to commemorate the same .day. 
The legitimacy is very often also sought from a mystical basis. 
In Blitar, bupati P.A. Sosroadinegoro (1896-1917) was known as Bupati Sidik 
(the Wise Bupati), because of his high mystical qualities. He was said to 
have a sacred whip, called Kyai Samandiman,56 which was believed to be able 
56 f In Javanese ideology, sacred objects arc animate and, there ore, 
have sex, names, status and the like. mBah means ' grandfather ,' Kyai is 
male title . 
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to turn away calamities. When fount Kelud erupted, he was said to point 
his whip up\vard to divert lahar heading for the town from its course; and 
when plague was attacking the town, he was said to crack his whip, riding 
a horse around the town (Kompas 20 April 1977). 
With the native bureaucracy fully built up by the Dutch, the local 
elite group in Blitar never developed a strong traditional basis in the 
rural areas. They tended to rely more and more on the Dutch for authority 
and became alienated from the society. The above story of a bupati's 
great mystical qualities did not impress people very much when I retold it 
to them. Not many old people in the region knew the story or had even 
heard of the name of the sacred whip. It is quite different with Kyai 
Tunggulwulung, the sacred flag of the Sultan in Jogyakarta, which, when 
plague was attacking the town in 1932, people were said to beg the Sultan 
to allow to be carried in procession around the town. 
The people's allegiance was built up through the formal political 
structure. The village chiefs were under strong pressure to become the 
agents of the colonial, feudal machinery. On the principle of favouritism, 
with which the Dutch used to buy the native bureaucracy's allegiance, in 
fact , the principle which was not new for the Javanese themselves, the 
village chiefs soon lost their traditional basis as well. This was 
particularly so when bureaucratization led to authoritarianism and 
nepotism, which did happen in Blitar. 
Blitar's first under-regent, as we know, was hand-picked by the 
resident of Kediri from within his own office. His good relationship with 
the resident was such that he managed to give his brothers-in-law, brothers, 
sons, sons - in-law and even grandsons good positions in the administrations 
by ignoring and displacing the descendants of the original aristocrats 
(Courier dit Dubekart 1872:215-21). On the other hand, Blitar's first 
regent, who was very keen on receiving gifts, was very handy at manipulating 
his authority over the villa ge chiefs both to obtain cattle as gifts and 
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also the village cld ef s' allegiance.. He also managed to put his men in 
the plantations as foremen and into the villages as sub-village chiefs 
(Courier dit Dubekart 1872 : 330-36). 
This style of behaviour was not the monopoly of the native 
bureaucracy. The Dutch a.ss1:stcnt-YI('sidcnt in Blj tar, for inst[lnce, m.:lnaged 
to c limb hig h ina re la ti ve] y shor t period because of· good connect ions 
thnt he hnc1 wi'th cert.lin high authorities in the cl~ntr~JJ g.overnlllcnL 
(Co uri e r d i t Dub e ka r t 187 2 : 313 - 21) . 
The Economic Exploitation of Bl7>tar 
Before the intrusion of the colonial administration; the highest 
local ruler in Blitar was a Panji 57 (Rigg 1849:236), which was the lowest 
rank in the traditional political hierarchy. The area was considered 
unimpor t ant on the eve of the Dutch takeover. This was, if anything, 
because of its very low population, which gave it the image of a wild, 
isolated and densely wooded area. 
It was not without reason that Blitar got its reputation as a 
ref u ge area. And it was indeed a refuge area, not only for rebel princes, 
but also, as I have already mentioned, for peasants escaping from over-
exploitation, poverty and the chaotic situation caused by internal conflicts. 
Despite all the above handicaps, the Dutch wasted no time in 
ge tting the area properly cultivated . They were fully aware that lack of 
population was a major obstacle, and as such Blitar was managed under what 
Rigg calls (1849:236) 'a system of forbearance' in the hope of encouraging 
the increase of population. Under the system, the people were exempted 
from land rents apart from the compulsory coffee and other produce they 
had to cultivate and compulsory labour they had to perform for the 
57 p .. , . dId i The immediate villnge where the anJ '& S res.l ence was ocate s 
still known as Kepanjen (the abode of Panji) . In fact, there are two such 
villag '8 , 111lllwLy J(cp;llljen I,or (Norlll J(epllnj(!n) Dl1d I(upanjen J(ldul (Soulh 
Kepanj en) . 
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gov ernmen t . 
Such encouragement was rather theoretic3l, however, because in 
reulity the burden the colonial udministration imposed upon the people in 
Blitar was no less intensive than in any other area. The tax exemption 
W[lS more a clcC'cption thnn a sincpre r,csttlre. Tt was simply to give with 
one hand and to tAke it lwck with the other, hecause .in TIlitar the Dutch 
pnLd only f6.25 rOI- one pleul or coffee, h'hlch In ot-her places the prIce 
was set at flO to f12 (Rigg 1849:236). 
The labour burden was particularly heavy during the initial stage 
of the Culture System, when jungle had to be cleared, lands opened, and 
roads and buildings built. Even during this hard, initi~l period, the 
Dutch made sure that the lands were productive, ~lnd the densely wooded 
jungles throughout the area werc certainly rich and productive resources. 
A saw mill Luilt in 1830 at the village of Gaprang, about 5 km southeast 
of the town , was perhaps the first colonial economic exploitation in the 
area. The villagers around the mill had to work as woodsmen. 
Ho\.vever, coffee was certainly the chief crop the Blitarese had to 
cultivate for the colonial government . It was planted in neat and well-
cared for gardens along the roads leading in all directions from the town. 
With a working-force of only about 2,000 men, including those employed by 
the saw mill, Blitar managed in 1846 to turn out 6,000 piQuls of coffee. 
The assignment .o f a aontroZeur in the first place was to make sure that 
the people looked after the coffee gardens properly so as to enSure the 
highest yield . Rigg's account mentioned that "the coffee gardens are 
found everywhere very clean, and in healthy, thriving condition." (Rigg 
1849:235). 
On the other hand, little attention was paid by the colonial 
authorities to the people's rice cultivation, which suffered from serious 
neglect. Despite the infra-structure of irrigation and roads that had 
been built up by the people through the traditional corvee, rice 
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cultivation suffered during the period of the Culture System . The priority 
that the people were demanded to give to the export crops resulted in 
thC':Ir fnilurc to work properly on thelr own tr ~lcl ition ;l l c.rops nncJ, 
particularly , to keep the agricultural schedule which was important for a 
goocl h n rV08 t . 
Along the vHILey o[ Kedlri nt the end or JUlle • whell ri ce 
ought to have been all cut, par t had already been cut and part was 
stLLl on the ground und for the most pnrt look'c1 stllnte~ .and 
ind ifferen t, most probably from want of water, . . , . Through Srengat 
and Blita!:" the paddy wus the most backward o[ all, being t~vc!:"ywhere 
quit e green , and even in a few places had only been just transplanted. 
However, relative to other areas of Java, Blitar . did not really 
taste the heavy burdens of compulsory cultivation, except that its low 
population was a handicap. In o·ther areas in the ~esidency of Kediri, 
sugar, wqich generally had a negative effect on a community, came late. 
In Blitar it came much later, when the agricultural exploitation policy 
had changed to the liberal principle by which the exploitation was to be 
done through priva te e nt erprises rather than directly by the Government. 
Before that, in 1847, the only contracts for sugar in the residency were 
in the hands of a Chinese who had ten small cattle mills producing 
, 
altogether 20,000 piculs. It was planned that in 1849 the Dutch would 
grant a certain Blankenhagen a large contract for the manufacture of sugar 
to replace indigo in the regency of Berbek (Rigg 1849:200). The year 1870 
saw the introduction of the Agrarian Law, followed by the Sugar Law, which 
ended the government's monopoly of agricultural exploitation and allowed 
the investment of private capital in the agricultural sector through free 
enterprise. 
Nevertheless, coffee in Blitar as in other areas, continued to be 
a compulsory crop long after the reform of 1870. It went hand in hand with 
the private cultivation of land that had not yet been used by the natives. 
The [oilowing TLlbLc 8 inuLc <lte8 tlwt I.n 1890 by cOlllrarlson wlth the other 
regencies of Kediri Blitar was stIll the chief coffee producer [or the 
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gov ernment . It also indicates that the corning of private coffee 
plantations in Blitar was late as compared to other regencies; Blitar had 
only 10,000 trees compared with over one million in Trenggalek; it 
occupied less than one percent of the a rea occupied by Trenggalek. In 
terms of mnnpower, Blitar's figures indicate the ineff -iciency of the 
governm~nt plantations. 
TABLE 8 
COMPULSORY & FREE COFFEE CULTIVATIONS 
IN KEDIRI BY REGENCY, 1890 
Area in Bouws Man- Number of Trees Delivery Regency power in pi-Compul- Compul- culs, Free Free 
sory sory 1890 
Blitar 1,793.38 6 8,923 2,538,532 10,000 1,633 
Ngrowo 220.76 62 445 305,106 113,200 628 
Trenggal~k 1,230.29 638 6,231 1,824,969 1,264,600 3,508 
Berbek 375.30 297 765 282,079 402,700 1,088 
Kediri 473.80 216 3,152 702,734 394,800 500 
SOURCE: Koloniaal Verslag 1891. 
It was probably in 1906 that the compulsory cultivation of coffee 
58 in Blit~~ ended, although Blitar has continued to be a coffee-producing 
area until the present through private and government plantations as well 
as the people's. Most of the old private plantations suffered during the 
Japanese occupation. Many of the coffee trees were cut down and replaced 
with maize or castor oil plants. The damage was even greater during the 
Independence Revolution years that followed, when the peasants occupied 
many of the plantations and converted them into agricultural lands and 
villages. The occupation of the pJantations was , in fact, encouraged by 
the then military authorities as part of the scorched-earth policy. The 
former plantations later on became the so-called de a-desa darurat 
(emergency villages, here in the sense of de facto villages) with the 
58 It no longer appears in the table on compulsory coffee delivery 
in the Koloniaal VersIng of 1907 and onwards. 
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peasants possessing usufruct rights (Soetikno 1961:14-15). With the 
promulgation of the Agrarian Law in 1960, these rights were converted into 
full property ownership and the de facto villages, altogether there were 
eleven in the ex-district of Wlingi alone, were officially recognised as 
full villages. 
The Village's Response 
With little cultural basis for the colonial, feudal structure and 
the tendency of the local elite to be alienated from the society, it is 
understandable that frustration spread among the masses. Colonial 
exploitation in Blitar was never burdensome enough to incite people to 
rise against the authorities. Peasants escaping the heavy burden of the 
government ' s cultivation of indigo left their home villages in the 
residency of Madiun and went east to the areas where burden was not too 
heavy , usually the coffee area (Onghokham 1975:215-24). Many of these 
migrants reached Blitar and settled there (see p. 68). Until the 
beginning of this century, people from Ponorogo, Trenggalek and other poor 
western areas migrated seasonally to Blitar for jobs in the plantations. 
This indicates that Blitar was relatively better-off than many other areas. 
If in such circumstances Blitar was not free from social unrest and 
protest, one must seek explanations in social and cultural factors rather 
than purely ec~nomic ones. 
I have several times described Blitar as historically an area of 
refuge for rebel princes and fugitives. This means that rebellion, 
protest and opposition to authority were traditionally found there. It 
was the developing feelings of frustration and inter-class 
alienation that prompted the appearance of protests that led to Blitar's 
being characterised as "one of the difficult areas." 
I have also mentioned elsewhere that the alienation of the formal 
elite group paved the way f o r the appearance of informal, marginal leaders 
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in the society. This new type of leader included Jago (litera lly, 'cock', 
but used to refer to a man of bravado with the secret to invulnerability), 
guru (spiritual teacher, whether in Islamic teachings, in traditional 
mysticism, or in the blending of both), daZang (puppeteer), and, in the 
later periods, also political activists. Around such personalities are 
usually found the village youths, organised in such liminal groups as 
pen ak (traditional art of self-defence) group, trance dance troop, 
playacting troupe , spiritual groups", and the like. These groups were 
likely to possess qualities similar to Turner's notion of liminality 
(1974 : 80-83), with strong solidarity among members, an unstructured 
composition and high respect for the leader. 
Anderson's argument (1970/1971:55) on the values of these groups 
is very striking; he says that in normal times there is nothing 
impressive ~bout them, 
. '. but the important point about (these) institutions is that the 
values for which they stand are in precise counterpoint to the values 
of the society at large. In other words, if one takes normal society 
outside these groups, it is a life of social responsibility, of 
marriage, of sex, of agriculture, of seasonal labour, of routine. 
Life inside (the groups) or among the teen-ager"s "attached to the jago 
is not bound by ordinary social ties. It is not sexual, it is not 
tied to agricul~ural labour, it is not routine, at least its 
objectives are not routine . 
In normal times this doesn't present much of a problem. But in 
a period of crisis - and this has happened quite frequently, as one 
sees in looking back at the history of agrarian uprisings, or to 
massive crises such as the end of the "Japanese occupation - it begins 
to make more and more sense to more and more people that the values 
and norms that prevail inside these institutions become the rational 
norms, while the ordinary rational norms of society at large become 
irra tional . . 
In Blitar the period of crisis was indicated by the increasing 
rate of crimes. The southern area of Blitar, Lodoyo, was known as, and is 
still believed to be, the area where most of the criminals came from. 
These criminals were recruited from the above-mentioned jago , believed to 
have control of the secrets of invulnerability and magic, and even of 
macan gadungan (\veretiger). People also know a type of "heroic" criminal, 
called bromocorah, who is believed to practice larceny only a gainst the 
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rich, oppressive people and the authorities. Around 1950's one of their 
most feared leaders, Karso Brondol, was killed by his own men, because he 
wanted to surrender himself to the authorities (Kompas iSubangun/, 7 
September 1976). In 1967, these bromocorah were said to be supporters of 
the communist armed rebellion in the area (Semdam 1969:2). 
It is interesting to note that in the past the increasing rate of 
crime manifested itself particularly in large-scale thefts of cattle, 
burning of tobacco warehouses, and murder (Courier dit Dubekart 1872:126-
, . 
34; 176-83; 280-89; 330-37) . The first bupati of Blitar, we understand, 
was very keen on cattle mostly obtained by abuse of power, including 
illicit gifts , illegal levies on cattle traders and crooked' cattle sales 
(see p . 71) . As regards the burning of tobacco warehouses, Courier dit 
Dubekart indicates (1872:330-37) that many of the suspected persons were 
Sal.1+ri . /'\t eaM S 
santri (pious Moslem {see chap. 111/ . ~ ie mea~ here, however, &rQ 
lil(el~ those belonging to certain groups around a g1.).YlU, as already 
discussed above). 
More organised and conscious of ideals than the above crimes was a 
peasant radical movement generated by messianic ideals that sprang up in 
the area of Lodoyo in 1888. The movement centred on a renowned guru~ 
Jasmani, who prophesied the imminent ousting of foreign rulers, the 
Chinese, and the native civil servants; the return to one religion, and 
the comming of .Ratu Adil (the Just King) at Birawa in the district of 
Lodoyo. When he was arrested, his movement had already spread as far as 
Banyumas (west of Jogyakarta) to the west and Malang to the east 
(Kartodirdjo 1972:111-12). 
What is interesting about the above messianic movement is that 
hatred of native civil servants was placed at the same level as hatred of 
the Dutch. The same thing occurred when many of the later movements had 
been politicised. A report by the Resident of Kediri to the Governor 
General in 1927 mentioned that people in Blitar had lost trust in and 
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respect for the native and Dutch authorities in the reg ion, and instead 
had placed much confidence in new, informa l leaders , namely the political 
activists. An jlJustr<ltion of the people's feeJing Clbout government 
employees was given when in the district of Kesa mbe n a native Inspector of 
Publlc Works Illet Ll well-to-do native, who, after he hnd heard wh<lt 
position the vis Ltor held, told hIm: llTh en you ~lre the enemy of the 
~~r"" ~ 
Javanese people. 11 It is also sald that the popularity of - these"'leLlclers 
was because of the oppression of the people by local taxes that were too 
high, regulations which were obstructive and tormenting, and financial 
obligations that made the people poor. However, cultural factors did also 
account for these activists' increasing popularity, as the people believed 
that the time had come when, according to the old prophesies, Dutch power 
would be thrown off in favour of sama rata sarna rasa (the then popular 
maxim, which means 'equality and fraternity '), on the basis of which the 
Kingdom of Ratu Adil would be founded (Penders 1977:288-91). 
The Resident in a memorie of his transfer of authority in 1929 
mentioned that, despite hundreds of agitators who had been punished or 
interned, the people of Blitar were still sensitive to political 
agitation and generally were prepared to organise themselves against the 
authorities (Memorie van Overgave 1929). 
This pre-war situation is in marked contrast to the situation 
during the Japanese occupation. This does not mean that feelings of 
frustration were absent from the society. The difference was that where 
before hatred was aimed equally at the native and foreign rulers it was 
now aimed only at the foreign rulers, namely the Japa nese. As I h ave 
already mentioned, the people no longer saw their native formal leaders 
as being of the same leval as the foreign rulers (see pp. 48-49). A sort 
of inter-class solidarity was established in society; or, in other words, 
an egalitarian spirit was developing. 
A good example of this is the revolt by the Peta S9 battalion in 
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Rlitnr on the cv of th Japnn se c]mvnfnl1 and the Proc]<1mntion of 
Indep ndence in 1945. The revolt W<1S ignited by the bitter experi nces of 
the native soldiers in witnessing the people's hardship and sufferings 
under Japanese oppression and arbitrariness, particularly the distressing 
s c n c S [1 t L 11 c s 1 t C s 0 f cl c fen cop r 0 J (' c: t g t ha t l 11 l' Y I;'; res c n t tog 11 n r d , 
where hundreds of men dIed of hunger anc1 sickness. Tn such a crlticinl 
situation it is not surprising tha t values of limin<1lity sprouted up in 
the hearts of the young officers (they were all under 25~) who organised 
the revolt . At their secret meetings, they took off all their . chevrons so 
-as to emphnsize their strong feelings of equality and solidarity . There 
are also indications th<1t these young officers paid hOIll<1ge -to a cert<1in 
teacher of mysticism or g1J.Ylu . 
The revolt is also a good example of the inter-class solidarity 
that then existed, as hatred was aimed at one and the same rulers, namely 
the Japanese . Among leaders of the revolt were sons of bupatis, district 
and village chiefs, and other formal leaders who, in the framework of the 
previous hierarchical values, would have been placed at tIle same level as 
the foreign rulers. 
The furthest swing of the pendulum towards the egalitarian 
principle was , as I have said, during the Independence Revolution years in 
the wake of the Japanese downfall. But the pendulum failed to settle 
there, as most . people expected, because, among other things, the old 
ideological roots which give basic support to the hierarchical principle 
managed to survive the blmvs of the Revolution. 
59peta stands for Pembela Tanah !liT' (literally, 'defenders of the 
fatherland'). It was a native army founded by the Japanese to supplement 
their regular force8. As f( r til(! revolL Jll InlLar, ~H!e l)r;l\.v[roLlLlllodJo 
(1953) and Notosutanto (1968) . 
CHAPTER V 
1 U~'OLOCY ANU WOHLlJV 1 e~vs 
There is no doubt that all the "happy results" that the ,Dutch 
brought about during the past one a ,nd half centuries were mostly 
attributable, as Bosquet says (1940:48), to the "colonial genius" of the 
Dutch . Their gradual encroachment upon ' the traditional, . feudal structure 
of Javanese society succeeded in, on the one hand, establishing their 
presence as firmly unchallenged and, on the other, leaving the Javanese 
traditional structure superficially undisturbed. 
Discussion in the preceding chapters indicates that outwardly the 
Javanese formal rulers would be unable to pose any threat for the Dutch, 
while inwardly thRir control over the people was strengthened. This was 
made possible by the various administrative reforms that' extended the 
effectiveness of the administration down to the village level. In 
addition , it happened that ideologically the people managed to accomodate 
the change and covered up the increased exploitation that resulted. As I 
have already stated in the Introduction, they managed to maintain their 
concept of the ideal way of life despite social change at supra-village 
level . This concept gave them the resilience to survive social, economic 
and political pressures. 
~his chnpter is mainly devoted to Javanese ideology, its 
expression in daily b hnviollr nnd nttitucle to ]if8, nnel how It operates in 
favour of the rulers and against the peas[mtry. \.Jhen speaking about 
icloology, I menn to lise the term in iLs l)ronci, n0.1ltrn.l nnc1 gonoral sense. 
e <.' r L n I n 11 I J l' U l' t 11 () r .f It V ill I t' 11 <. I d (\ () 1u ) I,'y, 1 W {) I I 1 <l i II' P, ( I (', 1 () n (' ( · r t: it i n (\ x 1- (. n t 
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facilit a ted the operation of the Dutch policies throu gh their manipulation 
at conscious and unconscious level both by the Dutch and the gentry . I do 
not intend to discuss here whether or not ideolo gical fac t ors playa 
determining role in social transformation, nor even how much of an effect 
the y h a v e . My a r Poll men tis s oj III r 1 y t h C1. tid eo 1 0 Po I c C1. 1 f.:l C tor s c1 L d r 1 a y (] r 0] e 
in the JaVRnese social transformati.on and thC1t that role WC:lS significant 
en 0 U r. h r 0 ron e t 0 c 1 a I III t 11;1 t t 11 c W.1. Y the J .t V <111 esc res r () n d e d il n cI cI eve l or e d 
their ideological resiJie nce was ]nrge ly responsible for the results that 
the Dutch achieved . 
The first pnrt of this charter i s dedicC1ted to discussing the 
Javanese Wi.ly of see lng the world and expe rlcnc In g 1 i fe <:lS eilCnpsul<:lted in 
their ideology . For the purpose of my discussion, T shall ignore th e 
structural analys is of J CJva nese Id eo logy into the varLants of abangan a nd 
santri ) priyayi and wong cilik , and treat it inst ead as if it were 
structurally undivided. Hhen speaking about Javanese ideology, it is in 
the first place the abangan ideolo gy r a th e r than anything else that we are 
dealing wIth , although again in .reality the ideology affects the way mos t 
of the people I would like to deal with think and behave the same the 
santri ideology does . In Blitar not only a re the abangan more numerous 
than the santri (see pp . 27-28), but the latter themselves are not fully 
f f h b 'd 1 60 r ee 0 tea angan l eo ogy . 
. . 
In ter~s of the social classification that opposes pr&yay& to 
wong cilik (Bachtiar 1973), or the r uler to the ruled (Moertono 1963), I 
would at first i gnore the question whether or not t he worldview is 
developed by the priyayi . Among the Javanese , despite their stratified 
social s truc ture and dIE f erent cuI tural types, the ideo] ogicD 1 gap Is 
narrow and, in reality, the worldview applies to the Javanese as a whol e. 
T.-7ho run 
lol rl me 
finally 
60A santri friend of mine, v7ho is the son of pious Moslem parents 
a small pe antrcn ( antri training institution) in Central Java, 
hill ~'Jhl'n hlH mothe r lOflt il vnlll:lhll!, /;Il<' vlil~, tC'llq) O(·d lcJ, [tIle! 
did , try the Javanese supernatural way to find it . 
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This was a result of the long history of what l~ly be called feudalization, 
through which the egalit~rian and hierarchical principles were blended. 
In this process, the traditional wayang plays an important role and as 
such a section of this paper is devoted to its discussion. I would also 
argue that most of the Javanese norms and values as expressed in their 
behaviour and attitude to life are derived from the cdre of the 
ideological concept no matter how many, as B3chtiar points out (1973), may 
have loct their religious associations in the process of his~ory. 
I~ is in the later parts of this chapter that I relate Javanese 
ideology to the social structure and indicate how it operates to the social 
and economic disadvantage of the peasantry and to the advantage of the 
rulers and formerly , of course, the Dutch . 
The Javanese Worldview 
This section does not purport to discuss the Javanese worldview as 
a topic in itself; instead I present only those aspects of the Javanese 
worldview that serve the purpose of my argument, namely to show how 
Javanese ideology f8c i litates a cultural framework within which social 
transformation was encouraged, and underlies the social structure along 
which any transformation was generated . 
The aspects are as follows: 
1 . Dichotomy and dialectic. The Javanese see everything in 
the world as dichotomised into two aspects which are nevertheless 
inseparable . The world and life possess both worldly and spiritual 
aspects , the first being wadah (container) and, therefore, the source of 
sufferings and vice; the latter manifesting itself in the idea of the 
Absolute Essence, Roh Ingkang oho Suci (the Holy Spirit), God, from which 
everything emanates . 
Man is a compound of the two aspects. His outward corporeal 
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aspect is the container or cage of his spiritual aspect, the suksmaJ batin 
or jiwa (spirit, soul, inner essence). The latter is believed to be a 
spark from the Absolute Essence, and because of this man is said to be 
able not only to communicate but to merge with God as well . The union of 
Man and God, servant and master (in Javanese, manunggaZing kawuZa Zan 
GUG t i) is the ultima te experience of man's mystical life, and is the area 
of Javanese mysticism better known as kebatinanJ the knowled ge and ritual 
of batin (spiritual essence). 
The dichotomy applies as well to the Cosmos. Jagad ciZik is the 
man ' s micro-cosmos and jagad gede is God's macro-cosmos (Mulder 1975). 
They are two separate things, yet closely inter-rela ted as if the 
existence of one is unthinkable without the other. The inter-relatedness 
of any dichotomous pair is indicated by the idea that Bny bad thing 
affecting one will also affect the other and, conversely, any good thing 
affecting one will do good to the other. Thus, in Javanese mythology, any 
disturbance in the mac ro-cosmos affects life on earth and vice versa. The 
part in every wayang performance labelled goro-goro (chaos) is when 
Bumi gonjang-ganjing Zangit keZap-kelap 
katon lir kincang ing aZis 
r,:s ang mawe h gandrung 61 
wukir moyag-mayig sabarang kaduZu 
The earth is shaking, the sky is full of flashes 
and someone with scowling eyebrows 
is the lure of stricken love 
all l.ike an earthquake stricken mountain 
This is the result of the mystical work of a satriyo (knight) 
trying to attract the attention of the gods by disturbing the earth 
through mystical ways and, indirectly, the heaven; he leaves heaven no 
alternative but to send one of the gods to the earth to see him and ask 
him what he wants. 
The Javanese idea of dichotomous, yet inseparable nature of 
61 The puppeteer's r ema rk is illust r ated by unbearable disorder on 
the screen. 
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two aspects in everything is also expressed in the literature, which 
favours superficially dichotomous words which a re nevertheless inseparable 
in deeper mystical sense. Phrases such as 'barang kang gampang angel ' (a 
thing which is easy , yet difficult to find), 'antara ana tanana ' (between 
the existent and inexistent) could have nothing but literary sense; but 
the expression ' cugih tanpa banda ~ digdaya tanpa aJi ; unggul tanpa bala~ 
me nang t anpa ngasora ke ' (rich without wealth, supernaturally invulnerable 
without charms, superior without army , victorious without defeating) is 
used to describe a mystical stage of man so high that other words cannot 
depict it . And what looks impossible in 'manunggaling Kawu la l an Gusti' 
(the union of Man and God) is, in Java, a real ultimate ~oal in man's 
mystical experience . 
2. Laras (harmony) . In Javanese ideology order is engendered 
by harmony and harmony reflects order. Order is therefore harmonious 
equilibrium between macro- and micro-cosmos, between lahir and batin~ 
between all dichotomously paired elements. For the Javanese, order is to 
be secured at all costs by maintaining harmony, and fo~ this purpose 
norms, ·tatakrama (etiquette), la~;s, religious instructions and the like 
are laid down . 
Harmony in every respect , in one's sphere of life, in society, in 
the cOSmos is essential mo re t han anything else because it brings order, 
and for its fulfilment the Javanese are said to be prepared to forgo all 
other aspects of life . Musyawarah (consultation) for muf akat (consensus) 
is designed to prevent any disagreement, and tata t enter em ker ta raharJo 
(fully well orderly and peaceful) is a slogan every government has to 
uphold . Disagreement is against harmony and , therefore , saying "no" is 
unpreferable . 
Harmony is then the state when everything is in order, nothin g is 
out of place . Everybody behaves, speaks and dr e sses like everyone else, 
according to the etiquette . Deviation is seen as urakan (unmann erly) and 
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saru (indecent), and is intolerable because of its anti-harmony. In 
Javanese harmony is laras, and when a man is sitting yTith a cup of good 
coffee, a pack of fine tobacco cigarettes and listening to beautiful 
gamelan music on the radio, then he is in such perfect tranquility of mind 
that he is said to be nglara s , in good harmony. 
It is also harmony when the annual agricultural and domestic 
cycles run smoothly and properly. Any improper operation of the cycle is 
against harmony and , therefore, affects life, as when drought, a late 
start to the rainy season, affects agriculture and leads to paceklik (time 
of famine). The goal of the Javanese state and the role of every Javanese 
king according to the Javanese ideal is, then, more a protector than a 
developer (Moertono 1963:4). When harmony prevails, the other aspects of 
life will follow. 
3. Tolerance and flexibility . Tolerance and harmony in the 
Javanese system of value are the different sides of the same coin. For 
the sake of harmony the Javanese are ready to be broadminded about the 
presence of different values, at least superficially. Tolerance is, as 
Anderson says (1965), 'the Javanese sense of relativism' and 'the 
Javanese syncretism.' In line with this, for the sake of harmony 
everything is flexible. 
Confronted with something in disagreement with his idea, a 
Javanese is supposed to restrain himself. For the sake of harmony he 
prefers to give impression that he superficially agrees with the others 
and prefers to see only the good aspects of everything and ignore the bad 
aspects, and in this way he can see 'truth' in all religions, although not 
'the truth' (Anderson 1965:3). He can accept without much difficulty the 
presence of alien values, including santri Islam, Chinese commercialism 
and Dutch Christianity as long as such a presence does not threaten the 
superiority of hfs socio-cultural values. When reality proves to be the 
reverse, he tends to justify matters by accomodating the reality to 
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his own socio-cultural framework. 
In the past, the Javanese did try to accomodate the presence of 
the Dutch in their traditi.onal history. A figure such as Jan Pieterszon 
Coen, the first Dutch Governor General, became the legendary culture hero 
who foun'ded Batavia. The story of this can be rertcl in Sc,jaY'ah Hanten (the 
History of Banten), written less than fifty years after the fall of 
Jakarta, so that the writer must have been still very familiar with the 
events. Such writing cannot be interpret~d as other than a conscious 
effort to justify the Dutch presence and authority (Schrieke, vol. 2, 1957: 
283). 
·4. Takdi"p (p"pcdcs-tincrtion ). Javanese thinking is deeply 
coloured with an unshakeable belief . in fate, in things pre-ordained, as 
expressed in the words pinesti (det ermined) , tinitah (preordained), or the 
Arabic word takdi"p (predestined) (Moertono 1963:15). The lay-out of life 
and cosmos is believed to have been already mapped-out, and events and 
things take place accordingly. 
Man is supposed to know this grand lay-out by le~rning its 
symbolic system and rules, ilmu petung, on the basis of which he has to 
traverse his daily life. The stratification of Javanese society is part 
of the lay-out. The Javanese believe that it is the work of destiny that 
leads a man to be born as ~ong cilik or p"piyayi~ kawula or gusti . 
According to th~s ideology, they cannot but accept their places in the 
social order and the concomitant rights and duties. 
The role of man is then to live well according to his destiny, and 
for this purpose he has to try to know God ' s will. However, although 
information on God's will is available to all, it is comprehensible, 
because of its veiled and intricately indirect form, only to those worthy 
of an exceptionally high (and therefore "dangerous") favour (Moertono 1963: 
18). God ' s hidden informatjon is believed to be contained in what the 
Javanese call pe"plambang (s ymbol ic indications). The appearance of comet 
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in the sky, for instance, is almost certainly believed to be a pepZambang 
fo r calamity and is, therefore , feared by many . Often such a pepZambang 
is read after the event, which does not in the least lessen its validity , 
because its late interpretation is justified by the claim that nobody has 
had s nse enough 0 read it earl' ~r (!oertono 1963 : 18) . 
The epic of nhnbarata provides a good example of hov] destiny 
operates in the Jav.:1ncs~ \.'.:1y of thinking . T\",o grou[1s of cousins .:1re 
destine to stand in opposition to each other in an all-out battle of 
Bamta da (the Battle betHeen the Barata blood), one, KUY'awa) 
representing the left (bad) side and the other, Penda a) representing the 
right (good) side of the Javanese symbolic system. Frequent attempts are 
de to pre ent the 0 tbreak of the tragi cal battle . The att~mpts always 
fail because of uman obstinancy . In t e actual wayang performance, 
ho{e er it is al~ays t e gods ' interference that foils such attempts. 
~he message ere is clear , in (perhaps manipulated) Javanese ideology 
es i.' .ust .,aterialize at all costs, no matter Hhether it be for good or 
:or il2- . 
D~e,er t: ere are loopholes in the rule and one may either alter 
or C'Tn one s esti.y by appealing to the mastermind of destin God 
?_eas re), a.d SgT':gc.,~ C_edi a~ion) are arious~a ,ls to get God 's favour . 
~/J;:' a'11 0 11 (he ,. u f::. --'-d .. ( ;.. - ., It -s~ .. ~,-.~_ ~/~~o :c:"':21!/..~':~'l!e DC:~a.../ - -~ (;:-::; g ..-:a r.. o prays fervently 
, -. -' , . ~ ~'l-) • - _ .... -, ~ - -.,. p. - -""'I 
.'. ___ .Cl.t:: •• _~ .,.lS:1_S _____ ec: 963: 8), the Jalanese say . 
. . 
oJ :Jr: :;:, .. < ... ~ :. -:;j . I e Javanese see events and thi gs as -IJ • 
co~ - ~~' o's ~rocesses a~ inter - 'e.endent relationships. Life lS seen as a 
~ .. g ::-:e •• 'L jour~e7J a chain o~ inter - related episo es. . staged 
:-ean1. g journey . The chain 
G~ ~;e7::s ~oes ~O~ e~~ ~i-~ o~e s 'ea~h , b : co~tin es according to the 
'C' 0 e s esce. a;:s i~e. One leads a 
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ppihatin and tipakat62 life not so much for one's own wordly life or one's 
hereafter, but for the safety and glory of one's children and descendants. 
On the other hand, one's bad conduct during one's life may affect the life 
of one's children and descendants. 
Tn daily life there are many examples of the operation of the idea 
of continuity and the law of reward and reprisal. The success of one's 
career is believed not only to be the result of one's own achievement, 
but also to be related to one's parents' having gede t ipakate (led a highly 
tipakat life). In the Javanese chronicle Babad Tanah Jawi (the History of 
Java), there is told a story of Ki Ageng Sela who, through his fervent 
prayer and rigorous asceticism, succeeds in begetting a new line of 
Javanese kings, starting with Senapati (Sutawijaya; see n. 40). In wayang 
story, the figure of Arjuna is a good example .of a man of such a fervent 
prayer and rigorous asceticism; in the story of Apjuna Wiwaha, after 
passing through terrib18 ordeals he was promised by the gods that he would 
beget a line of great kings. 
6. Sekti~ ampuh (mystical power and qualities) . . What is .perhaps 
essential in the Javanese ideological concept is the belief in mystical 
power, that behind physical qualities lie mystical qualities. Anderson is 
quite correct in saying that "in Javanese traditional thinking there is no 
sharp division between organic and inorganic matter, for everything is 
sustained by th~ same invisible power" (Anderson 1972:7). "It (power) is 
manifested in every aspect of the natural world, in stones, trees, clouds, 
and fire .. .. " The difference is, of course, in the degree of 
concentration of power. Some have high mystical power, some meaningless, 
and others only a medium portion. 
62Prihatin: lessening worldly pleasure as a way of life in the 
hope of future happiness, materially and socially. 
Ti~akat : a self-denial act, usually by Genying oneself food and 
sleep during a certain period, until the go a l of the act is 
fulfilled , in order to be gra nted one's desire. 
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Mystical power in a man, kasekten~ is obtained by birth or nature, 
by training, search or endeavour. The ningrat (people of noble birth) are 
those with mystical qualities by birth. Others, such as mystics (there is 
no common vernacular term for this; pendita is only. }nown in literature, 
while guru kebatinan is an intellectually created term) obtain their powers 
through mystical training. Some objects are mystically powerful by nature, 
some others are made so. Unusual things such as breadfruit-stones 
(breadfruit is supposed not to have a stone), tiger's canine tooth, 
precious stone and the like are by nature mystically powerful, while other 
objects , like keris (kris) are man-made. 
The Javanese do not bother much about the classification of power, 
whether it is spiritual, magical or mystical. What is important is its 
accumulation and extent. To maintain his high power a king needs mystical 
support from the spirit world (for instance, from Nyai Ratu Roro KiduZ~ 
the mystical Queen of the South Sea), from the sacred heirloom (kris, 
umbrellas, carriages, flags, etc.), and from unusual objects such as 
anomalous persons (KaZawija~ usually dwarfs) and animals (white water 
buffaloes). 
The mystical qualities in people are stratified according to rank 
and generation . People are told never to argue with their elders or 
superiors, because they are mystically less powerful. Angry parents are 
believed to be ~ble to endanger their children, because what they 
unthinkingly say may come true. Bad luck befalling someone after arguing 
with parents is called kuaZat~ under a curse. Parents' words carry a 
curse, maZati . The same applies to superior and inferior, servant and 
master, ruler and ruled. Fo the mystically inferior to oppose or to 
argue with the superior is just unwise and untolerable . 
7. Life's vocation. Summing up the above aspects of Javanese 
ideology, I come to what the Javanese see as their primary duty and aim in 
life . As I have already mentioned, harmony is everybody's central 
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concern. Harmony is to be maintained at all costs not only because 
disharmony may affect individual, but more importantly society, the 
universe, and life itself. For the maintenance of harmony laws, norms, 
etiquette, religious instructions and the like are laid down and the 
society is classified accordingly. Socially? it is one's duty to obey 
all this and live appropriately. 
Individually, a Javanese is concerned more about his anak- put u 
(children and grandchildren, 'descendants) rather than himself. 'Kanggo 
kabegjane anak-puiu' ('for the sake of the descendants'), this is the 
Javanese guidance in life. They are prepared to undergo tirakat and to 
lead a prihatin life as long as this in the long run benefits the 
descendants. They are not after their own happiness. Suffering is 
always close to them and is not something to fear. 
The Role of Wayang 
Despite the stratified, structured Javanese society, the 
ideological principles described above hold for the people as a whole. 
There is no doubt that they are in the first place elaborated, developed 
and protected by the ruling elite, the priyayi. Hpwever, in the Javanese 
case, the principles filter down smoothly and permeate through the minds 
of the masses to such an extent that they bridge ideological differences 
between groups ~nd between classes. They hold the minds of both the 
peasants . living in the villages remote from towns and of urbanites living 
in cultural centres . 
But it is hard to understand how the principles could permeate so 
deeply if there were no effective means of indoctrination. In the Javanese 
case, the meanS are not only religious institutions, but also a multi-
dimensional folk shadow-play, the wa yang (literally, 'shado~'). 
Wayang makes manifest the central ideational realm of the Javanese 
culture. It holds and reflects almost every aspect of socio-cultural and 
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religious life; it expresses not only the a rt istic aspects of the culture, 
but also the philosophy, norms, sentiments, ethics, and worldview. It is 
no exaggeration to say that the Javanese themselves see wayang as 
representing their own life within the cosmic framework . As early as the 
eleventh century, a court writer, Mpu Kanwa, wrote in his 'Arjuna Wiwaha ' 
as follows: 
Hananonton ringgit asekel muda hidepan~ 
huwus wruh tuwin yan walulah inukir molah anucap~ 
hatur nin wan tresnen wisaya ta wwihikana~ 
ri tatwa nyan maya sahana-hana nin bawa siluman . 
Someone is watching wayang .with tears and sadness; 
how stupid he is, although he is aware that it is made of 
cowhide, and is made to move and to speak. 
What can you do if he is deeply moved? 
He does not realize that by nature the play is false, 
the universe is nothing but an illusion. 
In 'Nawaruci' the same notion is again presented as follows: 
Aja kaya mengkono ngaurip iki~ 
badan iki den kadya wayang kinudang 
aneng panggung nggene arja tali bayu 
padanging kang panggung damar surya candra . 
Do not live like that; 
see your body as a wayang 
with strings as its soul; 
the lamp illuminating the 
on the screen 
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stage is the sun and the moon 
There is no doubt that wayang is in the first place an artistic 
expression of the priyayi elite: its standard Zakons (plays) are derived 
from the courts and were written by court writers. However, over time, 
wayang has come to be no longer associated with the priyayi alone. Today , 
wayang as a set of ritual and thea trical presentations is also shared with 
the masses. Thus, it is of little use to associate wayang socially 
specifically with the priyayi or with the ot"her segments of the community. 
The meaning of wayang in Blitar society can be illustrated by my 
re collection of my primary school days. My first encounter with wayang 
was when I came to Blitar in 1947 as a child refugee from the war-torn 
63 The English transla tion is from the Indonesian version by 
Soewito-Santoso (1974). 
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city of Surabaya. Being a town boy in the relatively traditional village 
of Bajang, I was very much impressed by the way wayang coloured the 
surface of daily life. Entering the average house in the village, one 
could expect to see wayang figures in the form of ornaments, painting s and 
real wayang puppets on the walls. There was also a tradition of Arabic 
calligraphy carrying verses from Qur ' an which depicted certain figures of 
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wayang, usually the figures of panakawan (see p. 96 below). 
At school, when we were told to draw, I found that most of my 
classmates always drew the figures of their favourite wayang heroes. What 
surprised me was that they could draw the figures so accurately and 
beautifully just by heart without following any model, something I always 
tried to do during my stay in the village without any success. Outside 
school, when playing together, we used to pretend to perform a wayang 
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episode with toy wayang puppets made of bamboo, leaves, paper, paddy 
stralv or other materials available (original wayang puppets are made of 
cowhide). This children 's wayang performance, accompanied by oral gamelan 
music, was indeed one of our ' favourite games. 
It was in this social setting that my love of wayang began. I 
started to identify with certain heroes in the wayang stories, just like 
everyone else. I learnt from such heroes certain merits, including the 
ways of seeking sekti (mystical) qualities, loyalty, self-restraint, 
reserved behaviQur and elaborated etiquette. I also learnt a number of . 
do's and don'ts. One of the don'ts that I learnt at home and of which I 
saw the equivalence in wayang was the principle of seniority. In a typical 
wayang conversational setting, in the presence of one's senior and 
64Not all Moslems favour this type of calligraphic art. In Jakarta 
a theatre company had to cancel its scheduled performance following strong 
protests by the Moslem community on its posters depicting this kind of 
calligraphy. 
65 1 now have lost the art of making wayang puppets from b a mboo. 
However, in 1975 when I triell to 'get somebody in Blita r t o make a se t of 
such puppets for the Central Museum in Jakarta, I was surprised to l earn 
that most of the Blitarese h nd lost the art a s well. 
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superiors one is not supposed to speak unless so invited. Consequently, 
one will never deny oners seniors or superiors. 
At home I was always told that to argue with superiors and elders 
was completely out of the question; that I should never deny what my father 
told me . It was alright to do whatever I liked behind my fatherrs back, 
but never to show any disagreement in his presence. A popular Javanese 
patterned MijiZ song, which contains such instructions, runS as follows: 
DedaZane guna lawan sekti 
kudu andap asor 
wani ngaZah duwur wekasane 
tumungkuZa yen dipun dukani 
bapang yen dipun simpangi 
Ana catur mungkur 
The way to virtue and mystical quality 
is humbleness and politeness, 
willingness to submit because finally it is highly rewarded 
Be patient upon reprimand; 
do not ever take rebellious attitudes, 
although later you can express whatever you want 
It is understandable that this kind of seniority/superiority norm, 
coupled with the Javanese sense of harmony, leads to an emphasis on . 
formality . What is important is outward expression. It is ideally 
desirable that everybody formally agrees with each other, although at 
heart they may not necessarily do so. Consequently, what the Javanese say 
is not always what is in their hearts. When one visits someone else and 
is asked if one would like to have a cup of coffee or tea or if one would 
like to join in .the lunch, one should say: "No, thank you; I've jus thad 
my coffee/lunch," even if one has not. If one is invited to come for 
fruits plentiful on the trees, one should understand unmistakably that the 
invitation is not necessarily a real one. In other words, every Javanese 
expression has a double meaning, that is the outward and the inward ones, 
which are in many cases contradictory. 
This picture of the Javanese character is widely known among 
Indonesia's other ethnic groups. The Sundanese, who are the western 
neighbours of the Javanese, have the saying "ajak Jawa lf (Javanese 
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invitation) to refer to invitations, remarks, offers and the like that are 
not really meant but are made merely for the sake of showing one's good 
manners (Gandasudirdja n.d. :4). One can see the parallelism of all this 
in the wayang performances, that one should always restrain one's emotion 
and conceal one's mind, and that, as I have said above , onc should never 
deny one's senior/superior. 
With this deeply rooted tradition of wayang in the society and its 
manifestation in daily life, it is no exaggeration to say that wayang is 
the main medium, or one of the most important . media, of communication that 
has helped to narrow the ideological gap between various segments of the 
community. In other words, wayang is a perfect model of daily life for 
every Javanese. Wayang itself, it is true, is basically the alus 
(literally, 'r efined, polished, high-quality') art, following Geertz' 
classification (1976:261) and an artistic expression particularly of the 
priyayi . Values, qualities and ideals attached to wayang are modelled on 
priyayi ones and become the source of guidance for every Javanese, so that 
in Javanese ideology priyayi values are dominant. 
Alternative to the above values, which are in many caSes very 
rigid, are different values and qualities offered by certain figures in 
wayang. These are represented by figures of a low-class nature yet of a 
semi-divine rank and heroes of noble descent yet of marginal character. 
The first are grpups of grotesque panakawan (follower servants), the most 
popular among them is a team of father and sons, namely Semar (the father), 
Gareng, Petruk and Bagong (the sons), who are never absent from accompanying 
the aristocratic master in performing his challenging venture. These 
figures may be regarded as representing the populist aspect in relation 
particularly to the priyayi-dominated values of wayang. Because of their 
semi-divine nature, in time of crisis crucial problems are referred to 
them (In the final battle of 'Barata Yuda', the panakawan are promoted to 
the rank of the respected elders and sit among the important advisers). 
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What is more important, however, is the panakawan 's role as a 
Source of alternative values. In the framework of the p~iyavi ideal world 
of rigidity, restraint and refined behaviour, the values that the 
panaka an offer are, as Forge remarks for Bali (1978:79), 11 . an 
alt rnative vic\" of hum<ln virtue that 1s not dominated by concern for 
correct refined behaviour, but is much more direct ancl mundane, 
appreciative of food and sex, independent of the caste system . 11 
In line with the above alternative is the one represented by a 
satriyo (knight) figure, Bima, who is the second brother of the Pendawa 
family. Not only is he interesting because of his non-conformity to 
sat~iyo/priyayi standards of beh.:1viour, his strnightfon.mrd manner, and 
his point-blank view and firm fidelity, but also because of his 
egalitarian mentality expressed in the way he treats people equally: no 
matter whether they are of higher or lower rank, - older or younger, he 
speaks to everyone of them in the same level of language, except once to 
his Guru~ Dewaruci. 
For the people, this gives them new ideas on what alternative basis 
interpersonal relationships may be developed. In normal times, there may 
be nothing impressive about them; the alternative values may be 
attractive, but not strong enough to make people leave their standard 
positions and values. People realize that, while the alternative values 
may express their populist aspiration, the norms and values of normal 
situations are so strong as to make it very difficult for them to 
translate the alternative values into their behaviours and way of life.
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66 Sometimes, it is true, Buch aspirations surface as a sort of 
social dream, as when the puppeteer performs such a lakon carangan 
(literally, 'twig lakon , , i.e. newly created lakon as opposed to the 
standard lakon or pakcm) as Petruk Dadi Ratu , in which Petruk becomes a 
King. In such a story the pa~~koh~l promotes himself to Kingship where 
his panakawan norms and values prevail. He is victorious, too, almost 
to the end; but at the end he is defeated by trickery and he is back to 
his original low-class position as servant, endi g his I1sweetl1 
adventure. 
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My claim, however, is that while in normal times, as Anderson has 
pointed out (see p. 78), such values do not present muc~ of a problem, in a 
period of crisis they may make more and more sense to more and more people. 
In their heyday in the early 1960's, the communists did try to use wayang 
8S a mecllum for cnrryinp, thoir politic.'11 mClss cq~ C. To 0 certnin (lxtcnt 
they were successful, j ust by placing more emphasis on the populjst values 
that were already a v ailable in wayang and suppressing the elitist values, 
to put idea~ on 'la ndre form ,' 'democrat ic power,' etc. into wayang. 
In Blitar, all the people, even those living in the remote area of 
Lodoyo, love waya n g . Tn Jakarta, our servant, who came from that area, 
used t9 tell waynng storIes to my chlld. And Dt prosont (unlike the 
situation in Mojokuto as reported by Ceertz, 1976, where wayang 
performances were mostly associated with the priyayi circles) in Blitar 
wayang is still most alive and performed in th e rural areas. In Blitar in 
the past, too, to the best of my knowledge, wayang was more popular in the 
rural areas, because even though it was costly, rich peasants did not mind 
spending a lot of money for wayang performances. And although many of the 
well-known dalangs (puppeteers) live in towns, it does not mean that they 
are mostly recruited from the priyayi circles . It may be a local case, 
but in Blitar there are · many well-known puppeteers from rural areas. In 
the village of Bajang, for instance, there is one puppeteer who has a set 
of gamelan instr~ments, a set of wayang puppets and a group of game lan 
players and singers (Ba j ang 1971:16). 
Ideology and Social Structure 
When Javanese ideology and its ~oncomitant values are brought into 
the transitional setting of a structured society, misuse of customs and 
manipulations may easily follow: the Javanese sense of tolerance is the 
most easily open to misus e . At all levels of social life one can easily 
see how the sense of tolerance has trapped the people and made them 
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powerless against manipulation. When queueing for tickets in cinemas, 
railway stations or bus stations, if somebody jumps the queue and goes 
directly to the ticket window, the people just have no way to denounce the 
action. They will keep quiet and try to ease the disorder by looking as 
if such an action had never happened, because, as a Javanese saying puts 
it in the above M-tji l song: "Wani ngalah dULJUr UJekasane " (willingness to 
submit is finally highly rewarded). In Blitar such actions are as common 
as in other places . 
What is more important, however, is the implication of Javanese 
character for political behaviour. Javanese acceptance of double meanings 
in every expression easily leads to abuse of power. Outwardly, rules, 
commands , instructions, demands and the like are fine and, nowadays, are 
expressed in an egalitarian spirit and good words. But the people 
understand wIthout fail that underlying these pronouncements, in fact, 
are constraints which are, in many cases, illegal. These "perintah halus" 
(literally, 'gentle command'; see Bousquet 1940:54-57) have the same 
effect as overtly coercive orders. In line with this, the public 
expression of disapproval within the traditional structure is extremp.ly 
improbable . If things get so bad that people cannot avoid expressing 
their disapproval, they have to move outside the structure before they can 
do so . In the past, this manifested itself in migration, banditry, 
radicalism and ~ssociation based on values which supported liminality. 
Or , they could make use of the existing structure and try to force their 
supposedly legitimate leader into the role, for instance, of Ratu Adil 
(the Just King) . Studies on the Javanese protest movements such as those 
by Kartodlrdjo indicate that neither way over succeeded. 
In the past, it is true, there were just a few, difficult ways for 
the little people to get their complaints attended to. One was a 
collective protest in which the aggrieved people went in procession to the 
relevant official to ask for relief or justice. This was called nggogol . 
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The other, which was likely even more' difficult to do, was the so-called 
pepe (literally, 'sitting in the sun'), when people either individually or 
collectively sat in the sun in full view of the official's audience hall 
until compassion or curiosity moved the official to call them in and hear 
their complaint (Sutherland 1973:24) 
In modern Indonesia, it is noticeable that the abused sense of 
tolerance, coupled with the idea of mystical qualities as related to 
seniority and superiority, has led to the common expression of paternalism 
and, in some cases, to authoritarianism. Outwardly these are expressed in 
egalitarian idioms, such as (the most popular) usaha-usaha gotong royong 
or kerja bakti (gotong royong undertakings). Inwardly, they· are nothing 
but the disguised expression of paternalism. 
One example of this is the implementation of the government's plan 
to rebuild the grave of the late President Sukarno in Blitar. The former 
president was buried, following his own will (Adams 1965:312), in a very 
simple grave and nobody in Blitar ever doubts this. However, when the 
government decided to go ahead with the plan to build a monumental tomb 
despite the disapproval of Sukarno's wives and children and the community, 
the present bupati of Blitar was reported to have "mobilized" his people 
to gotong royong (collectively) finance and with their labour to remove 
skeletons from the other graves on the cemetery to pave the way for the 
tomb building p~an (Sinar Harapan~ 24 April 1978). 
CRAnER VI 
CONCLUSION 
We declared our independence on 17 August 1945, but on 18 August 
the colonial situation, both our attitude and ways of thinking, 
remained unchanged. In fact , the goal of our independence was to 
replace old values with new ones . . . . 
Achmad Sub·ardjo Djojoadisurjo, in an 
interview with Kompas~ 16 August 1978 
Blitar is nowadays certainly no longer the wild, isolated area that 
it was one and a half centuries ago. Socially, economically and 
politically i t is just one of the regencies of East Java. Yet, it reflects 
the developments that have taken place in the interplay between the 
egalitarian and hierarchical themes over the course of the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries. Basica.1ly the developments can be summarised as 
follows. 
Through the long Javanese history of feudalization, the 
hierarchical theme became predominant and ideologically institutionalised. 
With the impetus of the Culture System, the interplay tipped even further 
to the side of hierarchy, giving a somewhat definitive form to the social 
structure . Hierarchialisation and agricultural exploitation were 
institutionalised through the Xawula-Gusti pattern of relationships. The 
polarisat'on of social identities, the elitist and the populist, each of 
which was associated with one of the themes, widened. Understandably, the 
egalitarian theme came under increasingly strong pressure; it was 
maintained only among the lower social strata. In the rural communities, 
the egalitarian spirit became a source of ideological resilience, and heavy 
burdens and pressures from above were relieved by distributing them as 
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widely as possible throughout the community. 
However, even in the countryside the clash of the two themes as 
reflected by the two different social identities became increasingly 
prevalent, as the native political elite consolidated their position with 
increasing colonial efficiency. The feudal hierarchy penetrated deeper 
into the rural communities hand in hand with the colonial bureaucracy, and 
the egalitarian traditions eroded. The growth of alternative social 
values and the emergence of informal leaders were, among other things, 
attributable to these developments. These values served as an outlet in 
the wake of increased social and cultural tensions, leading some to 
challenge the existing structure. 
The brief Japanese occupation served culturally to swing the 
pendulum of development towards the egalitarian ideal. Many of the feudal 
roots which supported the Rawula-Gusti structure were pulled up, and 
solidarity prevailed among Javanese in all walks of life. The swing went 
even further during the Revolution period, when egalitarian ideals were 
upheld. However, these ideals failed to maintain their prominence; my 
ethnography of current interpersonal relationships shows that, although 
the relationships are expressed in egalitarian institutions, symbols, and 
~dioms, the underlying values are basically hierarchical. 
In the case of Blitar, the region's special tradition of being 
socially and administratively on the periphery of the general trend played 
another important part in the widespread expression of alte~native values. 
In this regard, one must not seek economic explanations only for the 
epid~11ics of social protest and r adicalism for which Blitar is famous, but 
historical and cultural ones as well. Due to the limitations of my study, 
the cultural factors have not really been given their due in the thesis, 
and the ethnography of social protest has not really been presented in a 
proper h~storical sequence; I have only described at random, as data were 
available . It would be interesting, for instance, to know more about the 
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the sociology of these alternative values and institutions and about 
the politics of the informal leaders, for which fieldwork and closer 
archival study would certainly provide better explanations. The following, 
however, are the conclusions I have come to as a result of this study. 
Egalitarian and hierarchical themes may each be found on its own 
within Javanese value systems . At the village level, for example, the 
egalitarian saudara idea is quite independent of the hierarchical idea that 
the core-group 'first-comers ' have priority over the other villagers. But 
the two themes may also be found closely bound up with each other in a 
dialectical relationship, as in the hierarchical Kawula-Gusti idea. My 
discussion of these two themes has been an attempt to present a dynamic 
model of Javanese value systems for the better understanding of any social 
transformation that may occur. I have shown that, in terms of this 
model, no deep-seated change has yet broken down the major polarisation, 
that between the priyayi and the wong cilik . Structural changes have 
indeed occurred throughout history, but they have so far failed to do away 
with the old values and feudal mentality. 
My examination of Javanese social history has indicated that the 
development of feudal (as I defined the term earlier), colonial 
~xploitation strengthened the hierarchical theme, while the egalitarian 
theme provided ideological resilience to those pressures. This 
resilience, however, proved to be passive, and trappe? the peasants so that 
they have always been left behind in any social, political or economic 
development . Caught between economic and political pressures on the one 
hand and ideological traditionalism on the other, it is hard for the 
peasant communities to escape from this passive posit"ion. However, the 
peasant responses that have occurred to protest movements and radicalism 
that emerged from values of liminality indicate that the peasants' desire 
to escape from their passive position is deeply rooted. This desire may 
in the long run function as a motivating factor in any social transformation 
that may yet occur. 
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